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Introduction
The Eisenhower Forest Biology Field Station (now known as Castle Camp) was established in 1954 and its
intervention (decommissioning and reclamation) was proposed in 2001. Given the forty-seven year history of this
facility the intervention triggered a FHBRO Review (Federal Heritage Building Review Office), which determined
the camp has insufficient historical value to be saved/maintained. Thus it will be decommissioned and the site
reclaimed, eventually becoming much the same as when Roy Shepherd fished there as a youngster.
In lieu of its physical presence the following history serves as a record of the camp, the research, personalities and
life and times at this station.
Throughout this text one Castle Camp and Eisenhower Camp are used interchangeably depending on the name of
nearby Castle (Eisenhower) Mountain. Named ‘Castle’ in 1857, changed to ‘Eisenhower’ in 1946 and back to
‘Castle’ in 1979.
The removal of this camp is not without controversy. There are some who would argue the Camp should not be
removed because of the historic research contribution it has made to the park. While the individual buildings
themselves may not be historically significant, the site as a whole and the original Canadian Forest Service (CFS)
work that has taken place there is. It was the only facility of this kind still standing in a national park. It was
established to investigate mountain pine beetle and interestingly enough we are facing an outbreak of that same
problem today and Castle continues to house staff who are involved in that issue. In a way the camp has come full
circle. Also over the years it has housed a number of well-known researchers who have made a significant
contribution to other issues and the ecological integrity of the park.
There is a tradition of camp-living style research in this park and Castle Camp has a culturally and socially
important place in the past, present and future of the park as well as an economic contribution of providing a low
cost base from which to conduct research programs. Again some would argue that its removal would outweigh the
benefits of keeping it, in that its removal has a greater cumulative impact on research and ultimately the parks
ecological integrity.
Throughout the two decades that the Canadian Forest Service operated this field research station, it
became a stimulating center for scientists to discuss and develop new ideas and concepts. As such,
visiting scientists from many countries often spent time there and contributed to the work through
discussions and exchange of information (Shepherd 2001).
Research work at the Castle Mountain Station continued until 1970 when the main CFS office in Calgary was
closed and most of the staff transferred to the new HQ in Edmonton. One of the reasons the CFS likely purchased
the buildings was their portability and they probably intended to move the Station but BNP authorities would not let

them cut the trees that had since grown up. Thus the Castle Mountain Station was closed and turned over to Banff
National Park (BNP), which has used it for various purposes since that date.
Cal and I agreed that those years were seminal, in that with the contact with the scientists, their
approaches, investigative acumen, and knowledge, as well as being in the mountain environment, with the
hiking, mountain climbing, ecology, watching the balance of nature, and the Castle experience influenced
the direction of our lifestyle and choices of work, play and domicile (Graham 1996).
Despite the significance of this facility historically, as a research base, as an intact architectural remnant and as
simply a great place to live it could not survive the scrutiny of the 1996 Bow Valley Study. Not without controversy,
Castle Camp and other outlying facilities were identified as barriers to wildlife and a compromise to ecological
integrity. As a result the Camp buildings were auctioned off in the spring of 2003 and the site reclaimed.
Regarding the historical perspective. EFS could probably be considered a monument to the past. That is
past policies of BNP (Banff national Park). I suspect the NP Act has not been altered much since its’
enactment, as to purpose goals and management. But certainly, mgt has altered significantly since
enactment, in its application (Reid 2001).
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National Archives Canadian Forest Service History
Federal responsibility for forestry resources can be traced to the Department of Interior's Dominion Lands Branch
given responsibility for federal public lands in 1873. In 1882, an office was created for the supervision of natural
resources, timber, minerals and grazing lands (P.C. 640, 23 May 1882). The first Chief Inspector of Timber and
Forestry was appointed in 1899, with responsibility for the inspection and allocation of timber reserves (primarily in
Manitoba and the Northwest Territories), and the protection of timber. In 1901, the officer's title became the
Superintendent of Forestry, and the name of office was changed to the Forestry Branch (P.C. 1913, 22 October
1901).
In 1906, the Dominion Forest Reserves Act (6 Edw. VII, c. 14) was passed providing the legal authority to set up
forest reserves under the care of the Superintendent of Forestry. Responsibility for irrigation and national parks
was later added to the Forestry Branch. In 1909, Parliament established a Commission of Conservation with
responsibility over natural resources. This responsibility was later moved to the Forestry Branch. Separate
branches for forestry, parks and irrigation were later established; and forest laboratories and stations were also
created to study timber and wood preservation.
In 1930, the federal government transferred jurisdiction over natural resources to the western provinces. Federal
forestry programs concentrated on scientific research in silviculture, forest protection and products; and collected
information on forest resources. Research activities were further supported in the coming years with additional
forestry experimental stations. In 1936, the Department of the Interior ceased to exist, and its components were
merged with the Departments of Mines, Indian Affairs, and Immigration to become the Department of Mines and
Resources (Edw. VIII, c. 33). The former "Forestry Service" (Interior) formed a part of the Lands, Park and Forests
Branch of the Department of Mines and Resources as the Dominion Forest Service.
Between 1940 and 1945 the wartime crisis, fuel wood shortages and pest epidemics influenced federal forest
policy. The Dominion Forestry Service responded by expanding its research activities, establishing a board to
advise and deal with forest insect epidemics and tree diseases, and creating an air surveys division. In 1947, the
branches of Department of Mines and Resources responsible for Lands, Parks and Forests became separate
units. Research activities were combined with surveys and mapping, and, the Dominion Forest Service continued
under the Mines, Forests and Scientific Services Branch.
In 1949, the Canada Forestry Act (13 Geo. VI, c. 8) granted the legal authority to enter into forest resource
agreements with provinces. The Department of Mines and Resources was dissolved in the following year, and its
functions transferred to the Department of Resources and Development. A new Forestry Branch charged with
forestry issues was responsible for forestry research, forest management, and forest products. In 1953, the
Department of Resources and Development became the Department of Northern Affairs and National Resources
(2-3 Eliz. II, c. 4). The functions remained virtually the same, but the name change highlighted a focus on northern
issues.
In 1960, the first autonomous Department of Forestry was established under the Department of Forestry Act (SC.
1960, c. 41). It encompassed the Forestry Branch, and the Forest Biology Division from the Department of
Agriculture's Research Branch. It remained as a department from 1960 to 1966, where its functions involved the
protection, promotion and management of forest resources. Its activities included: agreements with the provinces,

land inventory and soil research, regeneration and growth, surveys, and forest fire control; it also conducted
research into insect and pest control and tree diseases involving forest products. Regional offices were located in
St. John's, Fredericton, Sainte-Foy, Sault Ste. Marie, Winnipeg, Calgary, and Victoria. Institutes were created to
support scientific studies into chemicals, forest fires, forest economics, and forest management. In 1964,
responsibility for the Agricultural Rehabilitation and Development Act (ARDA), the Maritime Marshland
Rehabilitation Act and the Feed Grain Assistance Program were transferred to the Department of Forestry from
Agriculture.
On 16 June 1966, under the terms of the Government Organization Act (14-15 Eliz. II, c. 25), federal responsibility
for forestry was combined with rural development to become the Department of Forestry and Rural Development.
Its activities were carried out within two branches, one responsible for forestry and another for rural development.
In 1968, the Forestry Branch merged with the Department of Fisheries ( P.C. 1968- 1299, 12 July 1968) to form the
Department of Fisheries and Forestry, under the authority of the Government Organization Act (17-18 Eliz. II, c.
28). Forestry programs were delivered by the "Canadian Forestry Service."
The Government Organization Act, 1970 (19-20 Eliz. II, c. 42) established a new Department of Environment with
responsibilities for environmental affairs, renewable resources and the protection of the biosphere. The
Department of Fisheries and Forestry formed its nucleus. All federal responsibility for the environment, including
air, land, water, wildlife, fisheries and forestry were transferred to the new Department (P.C. 1970-2047, 26
November 1970). A policy, planning and research branch provided overall coordination, and three councils were
also formed to advise the Minister on environmental, forestry and fisheries issues. The Canadian Forestry Service
formed a part of the Lands, Forests and Wildlife Service. Within two years, the Department of Environment was
restructured with services in fisheries and marine, planning and finance, and environmental matters. Environmental
Services consisted of environmental protection, atmospheric services, and environmental management. The
Canadian Forestry Service continued as part of the Environment Management Service along with Inland Waters,
the Canadian Wildlife Service and Lands.
In the following year, a focus on decentralization prompted the creation of a Policy and Program Development
Directorate, and five regional establishments in the Atlantic Provinces, Quebec, Ontario, Western and Northern,
Pacific and Yukon regions. Programs were created for forest protection, production and environmental forestry,
wood utilization, policy development and analysis, forestry relation and technology transfer, and, administration. In
1979, the administration over Eastern and Western Forest Products Laboratories was privatized with the transfer
to Forintek Canada Corporation. This change was short-lived as responsibility was later transferred back to the
federal government.
In 1982, Environmental Management Services was split to form the Environmental Conservation Service and the
Canadian Forestry Service. In 1984, the Canadian Forestry Service was transferred to the Department of
Agriculture; however, it was transferred back to Environment the following year.
Forestry Canada became a department designate on 15 August 1988 (P.C. 1988-2109). In 1989, it was fully
established with its own Minister by the Department of Forestry Act (SC. 1989 c. 27). The purpose was to give
federal profile to one of Canada's most important resources.
It remains committed to sustainable development and as a nationwide sector involved in science, technology and
management of Canada's forest resources. On 25 June 1993 the Department of Natural Resources was created
by merging the Department of Energy, Mines and Resources and the Department of Forestry. The Department of
Natural Resources Act (SC. 1994 c. 41) defined the responsibilities of the new department after coming into force
on 12 January 1995. In the same year, the Department reorganized into four science-based sectors and one
Corporate Services. As one of those science-based sectors, the Forestry Sector conducts its activities through a
system of lead agencies and ten science networks involving five national research centers across Canada (Parks
Canada RG-84).

Relevance
Forestry has been, and continues to be, one of Canada’s major industries. Although statistics change depending
upon what decade one looks at, the forest industry has been a major employer of Canada’s work force. For
example, in 1982, the logging, wood, paper and allied industries of Canada directly employed 260,000 people. An
analysis of forest-based communities has established that for each individual employed in the wood s and mills,
one job is created locally and another elsewhere within the national economy. Expressed in another way,
approximately 7.4% of Canada’s 1982 work force relied upon the forests for their livelihood. Although direct
figures could be readily found for the 1950s period, it is likely that the above figures would be a conservative
estimate for those years considering the mechanization in the industry and the diversification in employment that
occurred after that decade.

Forest fires, insect pests and plant diseases constantly threaten Canada’s forests. Significant research,
management and forest protection efforts have been directed towards mitigating losses. Forest research in this
country had its beginning in 1917 when the federal Forestry Branch was authorized to conduct silviculture
experiments on an area within the Petawawa Military reserve in Ontario. The first full-time research forester was
appointed in 1918.
The Canadian Forestry Service (CFS), which evolved out of those initial experiments, established its headquarters
in the National Capital Region. During the second half of the twentieth century it operated 6 regional forest
research centers across the country and 2 research institutes: the Forest Pest management Institute in Sault Ste
Marie, Ont., and the Petawawa National Forestry Institute at Chalk River, Ontario. The work that went on at the
Castle Mt. Station represents the type of field research that was done by the various centers to find solutions to the
environmental problems within a region that were detrimental to this very important industry (Parks Canada RG84).
The Altrude Creek site provided a convenient central location for accessing both federal and provincial lands. Also
the National Park forests were relatively undisturbed so would provide good control zones and study areas to
observe natural processes undisturbed.

Panabode Company History
The idea of interlocking machined log buildings originated in Denmark and was brought to Canada by Aage (OHgee) Jensen. The company started in 1950 and promptly went into receivership. Graham Dixon was retained to
sell off the goods and chattels, whereupon Jensen started again, this time with a partner, one Peter White. Jensen
soon bought out White and moved the company from a wartime shipyard to a new plant. Unfortunately the moved
stressed company finances to a point where an injection of cash by a group of Vancouver investors, and a
restructuring saw Aage Jensen out of the picture and Saskatchewan bound. Graham Dixon and partners then sold
the company to Dr. Albert Steiner, and John Heck in 1952. Dr. Steiner spent a lot of time in Ottawa lobbying and
securing building contracts from the Indian and Northern Affairs Department and other government departments.
(Dixon, pers comm). His efforts were rewarded with a number of contracts, including Castle Camp.
Panabode (1951) Limited went on to produce 3-4000 buildings in the 1950’s. Their principal source of contracts
were federal government departments and mining and logging camps, where they sold their product as an
economic, quick to build, easy to move, durable building. At the time, little attention was paid to the
cottage/housing market as the big money was in commercial and corporate sales.
Panabode began work on the Eisenhower Forest Biology Field Station late in 1953 or early in 1954. The project
was delivered to Banff in May of 1954. According to Graham Dixon, given the lean years of the company’s early
history, the Eisenhower Camp was likely part of the first 200 buildings completed by Panabode. In the summer of
1954 another large project, 50 buildings for Keno Mines in the NWT was underway. Graham remembers the
Eisenhower Camp being the next biggest project for that year.
Since Panabode was selling its buildings on their portability, it is doubtful that any of the company’s projects are
still intact. Any of the mining and logging camps established in the ‘50’s have since been dismantled and moved.
Government projects have also been demolished, surplused or replaced by newer construction techniques. While
some of the original buildings may still exist they are not on their original site nor are they serving their original
purpose. Eisenhower Camp is quite likely the only first generation Panabode project still on its original site,
undisturbed and still serving in a capacity similar to its original intent (Dixon 2001).
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Beginning of Eisenhower Station
In 1947 the Alberta and Rocky Mountain Parks laboratory for research into forest insect and diseases started with
a headquarters placed in Calgary under the direction of George R. Hopping.

3. Dr. George Hopping, Chief of Research in
Insects and Disease, AB & Rocky Mtns, circa 1954
One of the reasons [for locating the HQ in Calgary] at the time was a large outbreak of the lodgepole
needle miner (Colotechnites starki), which was occurring in Banff, Yoho and Jasper National Parks. The
threat of this previously unknown pest to the forests was unknown. We followed a biography of a California
species, which we later proved to be a different species (Shepherd 2001). A taxonomist, Tom Freeman,
first proposed that we pool several different species based on color variation. We persuaded him that that
was not possible so in revenge he named it after me (Stark 2001).
Ronald W. Stark, a recent forest graduate from the University of Toronto, was the first scientist to be hired for this
new laboratory and began studying the biology and inter-tree relationships of the needle-miner. In 1948 he and his
wife Laurie spent the first summer at a cabin at Hillsdale, located 2-3 km east of Castle Junction, from where he
conducted his fieldwork.
Laurie and I spent the summer of ’48 and I think ’49 in an unused cabin in Hillsdale Meadow between
Banff and Johnson Canyon. No water or plumbing but electricity. We loved it - no vehicle. George Hopping
used to drive out once or twice a week and took us shopping (or do it for us). I guess that was the first
“Castle” 7.5 eh? We had a small cocker spaniel – one day Dr. J.J. Degrep(sp?) then head of the Science
Service of Forest Biology visited with Dave Grey. Our corgi nipped J.J> on the ankle – they had parked out
of sight and walked (snuck) up on the cabin. JJ was very gracious and a funny guy – good sense of humor
(Stark, 2001).
Only scientists that first summer were Clayton McGuffin, a lepidopteron Taxonomist and John Allan (Al)
Cook – a neophyte like me. I was assigned to work on the lodgepole needle miner in outbreak phase at
that time. Mountain Pine Beetle was almost non-existent in Banff (Stark 2001).
In 1949 they moved to a road maintenance camp at Silver City (1km east of Castle Junction). There a tent with a
wooden frame and wood stove was set up beside the road maintenance camp. A cookhouse supplied meals for
both groups (Shepherd 2001). They were joined by students Roy Shepherd and Ian Campbell. Al Cook and
Robbie Reid were hired as scientists.

4. Rob Reid, circa 1954

5. Roy Shepherd, 1961

There were trailers at Silver City; we were housed at the Highways work camp, about 60 of us. We ate in
the park cookhouse, took the camp over for a year, had to get rid of a drunken cook (Reid 2001).
The work camp at Silver City where we all stayed had been a Highways camp, but that summer [1949] it
was ours. Our cook (must have been after the one mentioned had been run off) was David Leslie, a long
(6 foot 4 inches), lanky Scotsman of about 22 years, who had learned his trade as a cook in the
R.A.F.(Thornton 2003).
As in 1949, the generous cooperation of Park Superintendent J.A. Hutchinson aided in the efficient
operation of the Eisenhower Field Station providing working space and living accommodation” (Stark
1950).
A new laboratory of forest pathology was established by the Federal Department of Agriculture in 1951 to
study forest diseases in AB, the NWT and the western national parks. This lab was located in Calgary
under the direction of Vidar J. Nordin (Murphy 1985).
Two temporary buildings were built at the Silver City road camp to house the influx of scientists and
students. Meals were still obtained at the road maintenance camp (Shepherd 2001).

6.Shower at Silver City Road Camp quarters provided by Banff Park.
Bill Graham, Ron Stark, Prof Kenneth Graham (Starks major
Prof at UBC, Paul Barclay, circa 1950

This year [1953] the facilities of the Eisenhower Field Station [at Silver City] were improved by the addition
of a portable A.C. 3,000 watt lighting plant and a transportable, 12 x 16 field insectory.
The assistance of the staff of Banff National Park in housing the lighting plant and in wiring of the buildings
is gratefully acknowledged, as well as the provision of accommodation and meals at this station.” (Stark.
1953)

Map of Silver City camp and proposed site for Eisenhower Field Station, circa 1949, artist unknown.
A search was made for a better site to build a field station. Roy Shepherd remembered a possible site beside
Altrude Creek where he had fished as a boy on family holidays. All agreed that this was the most suitable site that
we could find in the Bow Valley, and Banff Park authorities agreed.
It is my belief that EFS was allowed (reluctantly) into the Park by park management with the belief it might
contribute to their forest protection program. There had been two occurrences, I should say three, where
forest insects were having a visible impact on trees: a mountain pine beetle infestation in 1940-42(?), a
needle miner infestation in the Hillsdale region in the 1950’s, and spruce budworm infestation (1950’s) in
Vermilion Pass, this side of Marble Canyon (Reid 2001).
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[In 1953] “Plans were completed and approved for the erection of seven field station buildings to be
located on Altrude Creek, near Eisenhower Junction in Banff National Park. This station will be the center
for forest research on forest insects in the Rocky Mountain Region. The buildings will be of Pan-Abode
construction and will consist of a 5-room field laboratory, a 9-room staff house, 3 cottages for married
personnel, cookery and a utility building. A gravity water system will be installed with adequate plumbing. A
propane gas system will provide heating and cooking facilities. The estimated cost is $25,000 (Calgary
1953).

Panabode Plan of Bunkhouse erected at Eisenhower Field Station

Dept of Mines and Resources Building Permit dated July 20, 195?, expires January 20, 1955

One summer was set aside to build the Field Station.
At the Panabode Factory, Order #234 dated March 4, 1954 under Agriculture Canada for buildings "cookery",
"utility", "laboratory" and "staff" was being manufactured and shipped on May 31st of 1954 (Holman 2001).
“Construction of 7 Pan-abode buildings was started on June 7, 1954, for the Eisenhower Field Station on
Altrude Creek. All buildings were completed by November 6th (Hopping 1955).
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The field station consisted of a laboratory, cook house, bunkhouse, utility building and three cottages for families.
(Incidentally, Vidar’s role was one of the official groundbreakers; he borrowed a shovel and one spade full
for the foundation. I think that is one of the…( unreadable script?)(Stark 2001).

7. Vidar Nordin, circa 1950

Research was reduced to a minimum and scientists and students laboured with mallets to pound together the
necessary buildings made of precut Panabode logs. One carpenter was hired for the summer to supervise.
Panabode was a new type of tinker toy construction, us scientists put them together (Reid 2001).

8. Panabode buildings arrive by train,
June, 1954. Ron Stark, Al Cook, unknown
“Tommy” ______?

9. Preparing foundations, spring 1954
Bill Graham, Bob Bouchier, Vidar Nordin, Al cook
Earl Thornton (Forest Insect Ranger)

All of us were very involved with our field research and most of the work on the new station was done by
the crew working evenings and weekends and led by a couple of talented types loaned to us by the
Calgary office (Henson 2001).

10. Cookhouse foundation, summer 1954

11.Unloading subfloor lumber at site
Bill Graham, J.K. (Jack) Robins (hat),
R.W. (Robbie) Reid, Al Cook
Denny Naylor, carpenter from Seebe

The footings were put down and leveled on pads since there was very good drainage. The buildings went
up fast. The donkeywork was done by the crew and Jack Robbins, carpenter and Forest Ranger from
Seebe did the windows, doors, plumbing and electrical work. I left a mark of my contribution unwittingly.
One cold night I was attempting to finish the east side of the roof of the middle cabin married quarters

before dark. The light failed and the south end of the second to top row has a horrible sag in it that is
probably still there (It was in l984 at least)(Henson 2001).

12. Cabin construction, June 15, 1954

13. Bunkhouse Construction, August 8, 1954

We worked under the direction of someone who knew what they were doing, Jack Robbins, who was, I
believe, a journeyman carpenter. The single groove 3” x 6” logs (Panabode later also made double groove
4” x 8” logs) were delivered in packages, with each log pre-numbered from the bottom rows upwards. The
bottom rows were nailed onto wood platforms that Jack had previously built. Subsequent rows were
stacked in order, according to drawings we had. The logs were installed with the tongues up, and the fit
was quite tight. We used short pieces of half logs with grooves in their lower surfaces as hammering
pieces, so as not to damage the log being installed (Thornton 2003).

14. Al Cook & Ron Stark, cabin construction, 1954
Internal hallways, room dividers, windows and doors involved short logs, always with tie logs across the
tops. Gables also involved short logs, but without any cross logs, they were freestanding and required
some nails for stability, especially when they were cut out at right angles to the roof pitch, to receive the

roof beams. I don’t remember for sure, but think the roof boards were also tongue and groove cedar. The
shingles were ordinary cedar shingles, not shakes, and appear to have survived 49 years intact. I’m sure
the anecdote of Roy Shepard creating a sag in the shingle line of one of the cottages intended for married
scientists was correct, but it would have been a relatively rare thing for one of the scientists to have a
hammer in his hand as I recall (Thornton 2003).

15. Cabin construction, Ron Stark, 1954

16. Utility building, August 3, 1954

17. Bunkhouse, 1954

We put in the propane system, the floor furnaces and fridges and shallow dug in the drains. The water
system was just a pipe and header box in the Storm Mountain [Altrude] Creek with PVC distribution lines.
About 40 feet of head, worked like a charm. The septic pits were dug in May of l954 with the ground still
frozen and we got rid of the accumulated slash from the bush clearing thawing the ground so we could dig
in the pits. They were cribbed and roofed with the logs of the trees we had to cut (Henson 2001).
Propane was the energy source for heat, refrigeration and electricity. Much later, when a power line was
run between Banff and Lake Louise, a line was run to the station and the propane generator removed. For
the station’s water supply a long plastic hose was run up Altrude Creek to a small wood head box. As the
creeks water rose and fell. Frequent adjustments to the intake trough had to be made (Shepherd 2001).
We worked six days a week, but Saturday evening we spent at the Cascade Hotel Lounge. Ron Stark
would do the driving, weaving along the highway, now the 1A, past Johnson Canyon, the Engelmann
Spruce at the twelve miles point, [what we now call the ‘one tree split’ where the 1A highway splits around
a small island of trees] Hillsdale Flat where the reunion was, [no record of this reunion] past the ‘Hole in
the Wall’, then past Mt. Edith and Mt. Louis, then into Banff. After about twelve beers, we would stagger
out of the Cascade Bar and Paul would yodel into the night sky. Al Cook, a tee totaller was the designated
driver. (Graham 1996).

A second order, Factory order 551, Plan OU-1438, Department of Agriculture, was placed 10-29-55. The only
other information is it was produced in 3" x 6" logs and is believed to be the toilet (15 x 12) or laundry and storage
(14 x 34) building.
A few years later another cottage (cabin 77) was added for a Forest Insect and Disease Ranger (Shepherd 2001,
peers comm).
At the end of 1961 field season Jack Robins encouraged me to enter a competition for Forest Biology
Ranger, the pay was almost twice as much as I was getting as a technician. I jumped at the opportunity. I
was successful, thus ended my Eisenhower experiences except that in late October all the rangers,
including me got together and built the Panabode Ranger Cabin (#77). I was surprised how fast it went up.
It was completed in a week and was like putting a puzzle together. Norm Wilkinson, Jack Robins and Jack
Petty were old hands at Panabode construction, it didn’t take long. (Gautreau)

18. Rangers cabin, first occupant likely Jack Petty Forest Biology Ranger in 1961. Last
occupant Don Gorrie, BNP Trail Crew Supervisor in 2001. (2002 photo)
“A prefabricated log cabin and storage shed were built at the Mount Eisenhower Field Station in the fall of 1961 to
provide a permanent headquarters for the National Parks District.” (CFS 1961) [Rangers cabin and garage no. 77
above]. The first occupant was likely Jack Petty Forest Biology Ranger, Eisenhower Field Station, Box 279, Banff,
AB as he was assigned the district in 1959 (Alberta 1959).
When the new Trans Canada Highway (TCH) was constructed, the contractor wished to blast the face of a
near by cliff as a source of rock fill. When contacted, he assured us that it would be a light blast just to
slough the surface rocks down, “no need to worry.” Fortunately, the station was closed for the winter,
while the station was showered with boulders. One, the size of a coffee table, crashed through the roof of
the farthest cabin away, continuing down inside and on through the floor! It remains under the cabin as
proof! The repairs were extensive, including the water line, which had developed so many spurts it had to
be replaced (Shepherd, 2001). [The construction of the TCH was started in 1950, officially opened in 1962
and finally completed in 1971. It is assumed this event took place in the early 1960’s. No rocks were found
when the cabin was moved in 2003].

Personnel and Research
In 1947 the Alberta and Rocky Mountain Parks laboratory for research into forest insect and diseases started with
a headquarters placed in Calgary under the direction of George R. Hopping.
Ronald W. Stark, a recent forest graduate from the University of Toronto, was the first scientist to be hired for this
new laboratory and began studying the biology and inter-tree relationships of the needle-miner. In 1948 he and his
wife Laurie spent their first field summer at a cabin at Hillsdale, located 2-3 km east of Castle Junction, from where
he conducted his fieldwork.
The Calgary lab was established in 1948. There is a CFS article on that. George Hopping was the head. I
was among the first scientists to be hired. In my senior year at Toronto Dave Grey (Forest Biology
Division) came as a recruiter. Among several openings he said they had a new job starting in Calgary in
forest entomology. I volunteered immediately-free trip home! Our class? In Forest Entomology from Prof.
Carl Atwood whose only claim to fame was the father of Margaret Atwood. Trained in Winnipeg where I
met one of our new Insect Rangers “Andy” Anderson- and drove to Calgary in one of our few vehicles – my
wife and Andy’s bride to be (Stark 2001).
In 1949 students Roy Shepherd and Ian Campbell joined him. Al Cook and Robbie Reid were hired as scientists.

19. Ron Stark sampling lodge pole pine for needle
miner with an extension pruner, late 1950’s

“The history of the study of the needle miner in this region was thoroughly discussed in the 1949 report. The
investigations in 1950 were planned and directed by Dr. K Graham and R.N. Stark and conducted with assistance
from R. Shepherd, L.C. Weir, T. Walker, J. Bruce and D. Gerry. The Rangers of the Calgary Laboratory assisted in
some phases of the work “(Stark 1950).
Regarding the needle miner, there was a control/research aerial spray operation in the Hillsdale area about
1955. Ron Stark was the researcher involved. As to control – ineffective (Reid, 2001).

20. Open air insectory for rearing insects located behind the laboratory.
Standing-Paul Barclay, Walt Hensen. Kneeling-Al Cook, Roy Shepherd
Late 1950’s.
As in previous years the fieldwork was conducted from Eisenhower Field Station in Banff National Park.
Workers assisting in various phases were A.E. Anderson, Paul Barclay, Robert Palmer and Robert Gale,
Forest Biology Rangers, J.K. Robins and E.F. Thornton contributed the bulk of sampling reports from Banff
and Jasper areas respectively. Valuable advice and assistance was received from W.R. Henson and R.F.
Shepherd in work discussions.
Working in the same area, Dr. W.R. Henson of the Sault Ste. Marie Laboratory initiated an investigation of
some of the bioclimatological factors affecting the spruce budworm. Henson’s observations explain certain
climatic features of the region, which may have an application in the understanding of the distribution and
habits of the needle miner. This information can be found in Dr. Henson's Annual Technical Report (Stark
1950).
In 1952-53 Roy F. Shepherd graduated from the University of British Columbia as was hired as a scientist to
undertake research on the two-year cycle of spruce budworm (Choristoneura biennis) which was causing
defoliation in mature Engelmann spruce-sub alpine fir forests in Banff and Kootenay Park. This research showed
the outbreak pattern was associated with a particular ecological community, and provided the foundation for later
research, which utilizes ecological zones to identify susceptibility to outbreaks for many defoliators in B.C.
Roy as a student assisted on the needle miner work and taught me (Stark) a lesson or two. We had looked
in vain for eggs in 1948. In 1950 Roy discovered their hiding place. Our species deposited their eggs
inside lodgepole pine needles, which had been excavated by the larvae. It taught me not to follow the
published word strictly and to examine every possibility. Gave me a dose of humility – I was a Ph.D but
obviously not yet a scientist. It led me to question everything and to a new “discovery.” There was a
parasite of the needle miner larvae, which formed a white cocoon in the hole of the mined needle (usually).
Frequently however, the cocoon was formed ½ way down the mined needle. We started rearing these to
adult separated (sp?) from the “normal” ones, the taxonomists decided they were a different species and
named it Agrantelar (sp?) Starkii! The finding of this budworm species precipitated some panic in the
pesticide entomologists (we called them spray jockeys) and a visit from Dr. Henry? Hurtig, a big name in
the chemical control field, he wanted Roy to collect many thousands for testing. He was quite annoyed
when we told him “no way”. They were relatively rare – the task was impossible. The panic was due to the
fact that the eastern species was a chronic and serious forest problem) (Stark 2001).
This research showed the outbreak pattern was associated with a particular ecological community, and
provided the foundation for later research, which utilizes ecological zones to identify susceptibility to
outbreaks for many defoliators in B.C. (Shepherd 2001).

21. Rob Reid admiring his bark beetle rearing cage, circa 1954
Another group of researchers was being formed to work on the mountain pine beetle starting with Robert W. Reid.
Major outbreaks of this destructive pest had occurred in Kootenay National Park and to a lesser extent in the other
Parks. Reid was joined by Roy Shepherd and later by Lazlo Safranyik, Malcolm Shrimpton and Stuart Whitney.
Working with Roy Shepherd who was a few years older than I was a pleasure. He expected a lot from his
technician, was an excellent supervisor and teacher. I had no training in Forest Entomology. Actually I
knew very little about those six-legged creatures except what Mother Nature had taught me. Through
Roy’s guidance it wasn’t long before I was seen running around camp chasing butterflies with a net! Roy
taught me how to mount insects and soon I had my own insect collection. Even Evalyn had a colony of
ants in our porch that she took a keen interest in. However she had failed to get the queen and had
included a few ants from another colony. There was a lot of fighting going on and very little work. After a
couple of weeks she gave them their freedom to fend for themselves. I found Roy’s bark beetle project
fascinating. I spent weeks in a large cheesecloth structure surrounding several lodgepole pine trees
observing these beetles that Roy had released in the cage. My job was to watch them and record how long
it took them to start boring into the bark where they would commence creating galleries and laying eggs.
They were usually unsuccessful in a healthy tree because the force of the pitch would eventually deter
them. Herbert Cerezke taught me about the root collar weevil (Hylobus warrenii-sp?) – his research
project. Bob Stevenson was interested in the terminal weevil (Pissodes terminalis). Al Cook was doing
drought studies and its effect on bark beetles. I was slowly becoming a forest entomologist. My eyes were
opening up and I could see things that I had never seen before. Soon the little things of Mother Earth
became as important as the big ones (Gautreau 2003)
There was no action taken against the spruce budworm outbreak, it remained a research project (Roy
Shepherd). The mountain pine beetle outbreak was aggressively addressed. Trees (infected) were cut,
piled and burned. The control program (in truth ineffective) was undertaken or rather directed by an
entomologist (Geo Hopping). The work was done by conscientious objectors (there was a war on). The
principal outbreak was, I believe, up Healy Creek, on the SW shoulder of Mt. Bourgeau. I remember in the
early sixties finding tree stumps and some old log decks (Reid, 2001). [BNP has been baiting, cutting and
burning pine beetle infected trees around and east of Banff in 2003 and is still ongoing in 2006 with
considerable effectiveness].

22. Dr. Victor Butovisch from Sweden to visit
Rob Reid and the station.
In 1950 and ’51 a worldwide debate was going on by researchers of animals and insects on the nature of (insect)
cycles and outbreaks. At Castle Camp, evidence was being collected that indicated that climate could play a
significant role in reducing population densities. Their work indicated that needle miner larvae were killed by low
winter temperatures and supported the supposition that climate can play a significant role in reducing population
densities. This triggered off a widespread interest in this research and many outstanding scientists became
involved including Dr. Ken Graham, forest entomologist at UBC spent two summers on the project and Dr. Walter
R. Henson was hired to study the influence of weather on population dynamics of forest insects. The research
done at Castle was extensive and much was written from their findings. Following is a sample of Dr. Henson’s
publications as a result of his work at Castle.
From my field work in Banff, I published on
A chironomid in an airborn ice crystal
Chinook winds and Red Belt damage to Lodgepole
Radiation effects on habitat temperature of needle miner
A sampling system for poplar insects
Light reactions of Hyphantria
Winter mortality of Recurvaria
Temperature responses of Grylloblatta
A collection of Grylloblatta
Radiation and habitat temperatures of poplar insects
Leaf rolling of Compsolechia
Elytral pattern distribution in Chrysomela
Secondary dispersive processes and distribution
A method for local temperature extrapolation
Sampling attributes of the negative binomial distribution
Description of insect numbers (Henson 2001)

Roy Shepherd graduated in 1953 and was hired as a scientist.

Most of these scientists, who were hired as fresh graduates, went on to obtain the Ph.D degrees, often
using their research as a basis for their thesis. Drs Shepherd and Safranyik remained with the CFS and

became world-renowned scientists in defoliator and bark beetle research respectively. Dr. Stark became a
professor at Berkley, California and then to Dean of Graduate Studies at the University of Idaho. (Henson,
pers comm). Drs. Bill Graham and Paul Barclay became professors at Lakehead University. Dr. Henson
taught at Yale University, Dr. Ian Campbell became a professor at the University of Toronto. Al Cook
became a professor at Memorial U, in St. Johns, Nfld. (Shepherd 2001).
Drs Stark, Shepherd and Safranyik all received the Founders Award for outstanding contributions to Forest
Entomology in Western North America. They are half of all the recipients of this award. (Shepherd 2001, pers
comm).
Throughout the two decades that the Canadian Forest Service operated this field research station, it became a
stimulating center for scientists to discuss and develop new ideas and concepts. As such, visiting scientists from
many countries often spent time there and contributed to the work through discussions and exchange of
information. Scientists form other fields such as Botany, Geology, Forest Ecology and Archeology also came and
worked at this station, contributing important knowledge to the National Parks (Shepherd 2001).
Much of the work centered around forest insects, specifically mountain pine beetle, spruce budworm and
needleminer. Here is a sample summary of one of the first of many projects on mountain pine beetle that ran from
1955-1969.
Project Review Statement 1969 (from National Forestry Center Library)
Establishment
: Alberta/NWT/Yukon
Date: February, 1969
Title
: Biology of the Mountain Pine Beetle
Investigator
: J.H. McGehey [sp?] (Resigned 1968)
Year of Commencement
: 1955
Anticipated Year of Completion :
Original – 1969
Key Words not in Title
: Dendroctonous ponderosae, life cycle, fecundity behaviour, survival,
phenotypic population SA 1, CL
Activity
: Entemology
Problem Area Program
: Reduction of losses from bark beetles
Establishment Project No.
: A 245 Branch Project No. A 245
Status
: Completed
Man-years utilized in Past Year:
Professional – 1
Other – 1.3
Cooperating Agencies
: National Parks Branch: British Columbia Forest Service
Location of Work
: Calgary: Eisenhower Forest Research Station:
East Kootenay Region of British Columbia
Abbreviated Background Statement: This was the first project set up to investigate the biology of
mountain pine beetle. In the earlier years it was believed studies on the
insect itself would yield all the information needed to predict tree
mortality and develop methods for reducing damage. The attainable
objectives originally set out for the study have been satisfied. Since the
study was taken over from R.W Reid by J.H. McGehey new objectives were
delineated. These have in part been fulfilled. An important unfulfilled
objective relates to influence of nutritive qualities of host to brood
establishment and survival. This objective will be added to Project A 246
with the termination of A 245.
Summary of Progress up to One Year Ago: Factors important to development of broods and flight
periods, behaviour of adults beneath the bark and factors directing that
behaviour are known. The role of climate is broadly understood. The
critical factors determining population abundance are nor recognized.
Intensive work on those factors is underway in Project No. A 246. During
the course of Project No. A 245, three major reports and eight scientific
papers have been published; five additional are in press.
Massive pine beetle outbreaks have occurred in British Columbia in the past decade (1995-2005) leaving millions
of hectares of pine beetle killed trees. The dead trees have a distinctive blue tinge to the wood that is very
noticeable when the trees are harvested and sawn into dimension lumber. In an effort to bring these trees to
market and make the best of a bad thing a ‘new species’ has risen from the valleys of beetle killed trees. ‘Mountain
blue pine’ or ‘Denim pine’ are two ‘species’ that have been marketed in an attempt to recover as many dollars as
possible from the beetle devastation. In 1959 R.C. Robinson was studying this mysterious blue stain at
Eisenhower Field Station. Here is a statement of his work from the CFS archives.

Project Statement (Dec 15, 1960) Code C.P.-17
Title:
Study on blue-stain of bark beetle infested lodgepole pine.
Investigator:
R.C. Robinson
Supporting Staff:
One Assistant Technician 2, one Forest Biology Assistant 1, and one Student
Assistant (all part-time)
Date of commencement: July 1959
Location:
Invermere, B.C., Mt. Eisenhower Field Station, Calgary
Background:
Studies by officers of the Forest Biology Laboratory, Calgary, Alberta, on the
population dynamics, ecology and biology of the Mtn. Pine beetle (Dendroctonus
monticolae Hopk.) have shown that successful attacks of this beetle on lodgepole
pine are invariably accompanied b a blue sapwood stain. This stain involves
sapwood tissues primarily, but may extend into adjacent areas of heartwood. It is
thought to result from the presence in the wood of a complex fungi probably
belonging to the Ascomycete group. Although many lodgepole pines die following
their infestation by the mountain pine beetle, it is not known whether mortality
in such cases is contingent upon blue-staining becoming established or whether
blue stain is merely coincidental with beetle infested trees. In this regard, a
limited number of experimentation in regions other than Alberta has indicated
the possibility of bark beetles serving as vectors for blue staining fungi. On the
basis of this work, the presence of these fungi in trees is suspected to be capable
of seriously altering the normal water relations and resin production of the trees.
The identity of the fungi that cause blue-stain in lodgepole pine in Alberta has
never been determined and there has been no clarification of the role that such
fungi play in the mortality of beetle infested trees. The British Columbia Forest
Service is co-operating to the extent of providing trailer parking space, field
headquarters, and cutting privileges on crown lands. Close co-operation is
maintained with entomology Research Officers engaged in studies of the
mountain pine beetle (Hopp 2001).

Research work at the Castle Mountain Station continued until 1970 when the main CFS office in Calgary was
closed and most of the staff were transferred to the new HQ in Edmonton. Some were moved to other research
labs in Canada. At this time the Castle Mountain Station was closed and turned over to BNP, which has used it for
various purposes since that date.

Where are they now? Career Threads and Life’s Webs
[This section is thin on information any contribution would be appreciated, send comments to
Art.Laurenson@pc.gc.ca or mail to same at Banff Warden Office, Box 900, Banff, AB, T1L 1K2
HTU

UTH

Most of these scientists, who were hired as fresh graduates, went on to obtain their PhD degrees, often
using their research as a basis for their thesis. Dr. Shepherd and (Lazlo) Safranyik remained with CFS
and became world-renowned scientists in defoliator and bark beetle research respectively. Dr. Stark
became a professor at the University of California and later Head of the Graduate School at the
University of Idaho. Two other students, Drs. Bill Graham and Paul Barclay became professors at
Lakehead University. Dr Henson left to teach at Yale University and Dr. Ian Campbell became a
professor at the University of Toronto. Al Cook became a professor at Memorial University, St. John,
Nfld. Drs. Stark, Shepherd and Safranyik all received the Founder’s Award for outstanding contributions
to Forest Entomology in Western North America. They are half of all the recipients of this award
(Shepherd 2001) (Founder Award – by our peers in the Western Forest Insect Work Conference. Stark also Gold
medal from the Entomological Society of Canada, Barrington Moore Award – Society of American Foresters
“outstanding contribution to forest protection. (Stark 2001)
Ron Stark mentions several names in his Annual Technical Report of 1950, Dr. K. Graham (UBC), L.C. Weir, T.
Walker, J. Bruce and D. Gerry, who and where are they?
Ron Stark Annual Technical Report 1951 mentions Robert Gale, William Fisher, Frederick Parker as “student
assistants and extra labour.” Ian Mctaggart Cowan, Malcolm Shrimpton, R.C. Robinson are other names that
appeared but cannot be connected.

Also missing details and recollections from wives and children.
Ron Stark – abbreviated personal history
Born December 4, 1922 in Calgary AB, Canadian Army 1942-44 married 1944 to Mary Laurita McMann, children
Debi Jeanne Mar 25 1956, David Ronald Nov 21 1958. Emigrated to USA 1959, naturalized 1966.
On Stark – left, went to Berkeley, became a full professor, joined faculty at U of Idaho, became Dean of Graduate
Studies of Idaho. Attained a Bachelors in Modern European Languages while Dean (Cerezke).
BSc Forestry U of T Ontario
MA Zoology U of T
Ph.D. Forest Entomology UBC
48-59 Research Scientist, Canada Dept of Agriculture, Division of Forest Biology
59-70 U of California as professor and chairman Dept of Entomology and Parasitology
70-84 Graduate Dean, forestry professor U of Idaho
77-84 USDA program manager various
84 - consultant
(the following is paraphrased from citation for the SAF Barrington Moore Award Oct 1983)
Numerous honors and awards for general forest entomology, ecology and population dynamics, forestry education
and various forestry related disciplines
His individual and interdisciplinary contributions in forest insect sampling and modeling, impact, control
mechanisms and techniques, climatology, relationship of insects with tree stress and population dynamics
contributed to the study of forest pests, integrated pest management and integrated forest protection.
Several research contributions worthy of note: (were these as a result of living/working at Castle?)
Sequential sampling- was one of the first to apply this to forest entomology, technique still in use today in making
pest control decisions. (Sequential Sampling of the lodgepole needle miner. Forestry Chronicle 28(2): 57-60
Collaboration in bark beetle sampling
One of the first to use x-rays for detection of seed and cone insects
Climatological investigations of lodgepole needle miner in Canada’s Rocky Mountains demonstrated they were a
rare event and not an important problem to forest management (with W.R. Henson and W.G. Wellington, Effects of
the weather of the coldest month on winter mortality of the lodgepole needle miner in Banff National Park. Can
Entomol. 86(1): 13-19
Numerous other articles on needle miner and population sampling.

23. Seebee Forestry Station, circa 1955
Front-L to R- Dorothy McGuffin, Mary Stanley, Laurie Stark, Peggy Robins, Billy McGuffin w/ dog
Middle-L to R- Ralph Stacey, Clayton McGuffin, Ron Stark, Jack Robins
Standing-L to R- Andy Anderson, Jim Grant

Robbie Reid
-with CFS 30 years
Jack Petty
-retired CFS researcher/biologist now at Sylvan Lake 403? 780? 887-8829
-worked for CFS at Eisenhower in 54, 56, 57
-worked on main construction in 1954. May have been started a year or so earlier (our records show 1952) (Petty
2001)
Howard Gates
1965 – lived there but worked over the hill around Invermere, it was my first assignment (now retired and doing
consulting work)(Gates 2002)
David Leslie
At the station, the cook was a young Englishman, Davis Leslie, who became a lawyer in Vancouver (Graham
1996).
The work camp at Silver City where we all stayed had been a Highways camp, but that summer [1954] it was ours.
Our cook was David Leslie, a long (6 foot 4 inches), lanky Scotsman of about 22 years, who had learned his trade
as a cook in the R.A.F. He and I hit it off real well, and as a break from the boredom of camp life and the relatively
short (I now recognize) government hours we worked, we would, a couple of times a week, jog down the road to
Johnson’s Canyon and back. Oh yes, maybe it also had to do with the cute waitresses employed by Mr. Camp.
Mr. Camp had been a long time guide in Banff Park, and I vividly remember his late night slide shows and lectures,
given free to the campers in the old Johnson’s Canyon campsite, which was a favorite family haunt when I was
much younger. He and his sons ran the lodge and coffee shop in 1954 and for several years after.
David Leslie was a bit of a character in his own right. He had been raised in Aberdeen, but wasn’t happy with his
family for some reason, and so, when he had joined the air force, had reversed his name, going from Leslie David
to David Leslie. He later got his high school diploma at Crescent Heights in Calgary, and took aeronautical
engineering at SAIT. Quitting a few courses short of graduating after a difference of opinion with one of the
instructors, he went to Edmonton, got a B. Com., followed by an LLB and was admitted to the bar in B.C. He
practiced in Prince George and Vancouver. Somewhere in there he made a trip around the world, hitch hiking,
arriving back one day in advance of the writer’s wedding, just in time to be the Best Man. While at the U of A, he
met and married Leith Sommerville, the daughter of Alberta’s Deputy Minister of Health. David was the leader of a
commune in Gibson’s Landing for a while, then divorced Leith, and was last heard from in Taiwan, with a Chinese
wife and possibly enroute to Australia (Thornton 2003).
Andy Anderson
Andy Anderson was there, but his multiple sclerosis was getting bad.(Graham 1996) [Is this the Andy Anderson
who later became a Banff Park Warden?]
Walt Henson
-left EFS in 1955. Was on Yale Faculty in 1968 and Ontario Gov’t Chief of Research Camps and Forests we were
well known, the bug boys are in town (Henson 2001)
Herb Cerezke
-student at Castle Camp 1958-59
Larry Weir
-stayed in Federal Service (Cerezke)
Al Cook
-I went to his memorial (Cerezke)
Norm Wilkinson
Norm Wilkinson Forest Insect Ranger, Banff and Jasper, ‘51 and ‘56
Was in the navy, joined Fed Service, married librarian, learned to read, was my walking partner for awhile,
homesteaded in N Sask? (Cerezke)
Bill Mulden – cartoonist?

Emile Gautreau
Gautreau was born in a small coal-mining town in New Brunswick 26 Nov ’34. I had to quit school and work in the
coalmines with my father until I was eighteen. Then I joined the RCAF for five years and through the Department of
Defense enrolled in a Forestry Correspondence Course. After discharge duties with the RCAF Emile and wife
Evalyn hitchhiked across Canada, arriving in Edmonton seven days later with less than $100 to their name. They
both found work and Emile furthered his education with more correspondence courses from the Forestry Science
and Technology School in Ontario. Thus he was interviewed by Jack Robins and George Hopping for the position
of Assistant Forest Research Technician and was offered employment at the Forest Biology Lab in Calgary in
1960.
-Gautreau was at EFS, was a technician in 60, 61 and a Biology Ranger in 62, had his own district, ended up going
to the NWT as a biology ranger, and survived a plane crash in which another ranger died, it was a tough and sad
experience
Living at Castle changed my life; I am 68 years old now and teach/practice native spirituality. I got a lot of my
feelings and understandings about spirituality from my time in the forests at Castle. (Gautreau)
George Luciuk
I (George Luciuk) was born and raised in Porcupine Plain, Sask., a small northern community of about 500 people
at that time. Although we had lived a few years in town, the majority of my time was spent on the farm. Milking
cows, feeding chickens, raising pigs and doing some horseback riding...the whole gauntlet. Entertainment was
mainly fishing, hunting or hiking in the area. Evenings were never dull either, as I had two brothers and three
sisters, so card playing, such as whist or canasta, was always entertaining. I loved school and looked forward to
each and every day. Even exams. I always seemed to have great teachers and I am sure part of who I am was a
result of their teaching. My brother Ted and I started working for my dad when I was fourteen. Hauling lumber and
later barrels of fuel for the farmers. When I was fifteen, I also worked part time for my uncle Metro in a meat
market until I left home. Sports were one area that I participated a lot. In track and field, I excelled in long distance
running, breaking the 5-minute mile, which at that time was a record for NE Saskatchewan. We played baseball in
the summer and hockey and curling in the winter. There wasn't much else to do and we worked hard at it. I
remember hockey practices were never cancelled unless the temperature dropped below minus 20F. They made
them tough in those days. I continued to play recreational ball and hockey until I was nearly 50. At present, my
hobby is prospecting. No "mother lode" yet, but I'm sure it's just around the corner. I spend about 90% of my time
researching and 10% in the field. Lil comes with me on occasion if the going isn't to rough. We look primarily for
gold, but diamonds, platinum and rare earths are also included. I guess you can see by now that I enjoy the
outdoors and why a career in forestry was certainly a good choice for me. (Luciuk 2003)
Jack and Peg Robins
Interview with Peg Robins Jan 2003 (wife of jack Robins, deceased, Forest Biology Ranger and a carpenter from
Seebee Station who visited Eisenhower and helped to build it)
Peg and Jack had a son John Robins who went to university with BNP Wildlife Biologist Tom Hurd and was also
best man at Tom’s wedding.
Peg and Jack lived at Seebee in summer, town of Entrance AB in winter, retired and wintered in Arizona and
California, Jack built the house in Chase BC and Peg lives there now.
Harold Thornton
During the summer of 1954 I was employed by the Forest Entomology Branch of the Canadian Department of
Agriculture as a student laborer. My uncle, E.F. (Earl) Thornton, was a Forest Biology Ranger in the department,
based in Calgary. He worked much of the time at the former Prisoner of War Camp south of Seebee and
suggested the summer job to me. I was fresh out of Crescent Heights High School in Calgary, and had only
worked previously on another uncle’s farm at Coaldale. The main job that summer was to assist in the building of
the Panabode camp on Altrude Creek, but we also put in considerable time gathering spruce budworm specimens
along the highway between Storm Mountain Lodge and the Boom Lake trailhead, as well as over the pass near
Kootenay Crossing.
I went on to obtain a B.Sc. in Geological Engineering from the University of Oklahoma, and have practiced here in
Alberta ever since. Married to Dolores Park, B.Sc. Nursing from the University of Saskatchewan, we have three
children and now seven grandchildren. In addition to working 46 years in the oil business as a Professional
Engineer specializing in drilling and production, I was 20 years in the purebred Charolais cattle business, with
Dolores and the kids fully involved. Many of the skills learned at Castle Camp have served us well on the ranch,
where we did much of the construction of our facilities and buildings.

Forest Biology Rangers
-Forest Insect and Disease Ranger Service not part of camp, Nat Parks AB and BC worked out of there (Reid
2001)

Life and Times at Eisenhower Field Station
General
As a technician my winter was spent sorting through data that had been collected during the summer. It was time
for Roy Shepherd and the other scientists to submit progress reports to Ottawa on their findings. I found the work
challenging and interesting. What a great job I had! Too bad the pay was so poor. Living on $50 a week barely
paid the rent and groceries. Buying a car was out of the question. When spring arrived Evalyn and I gave up our
apartment and moved back to Eisenhower. We arrived there the first week of May with still a little snow on the
ground. It was great being back (Gautreau).
Our relations with the Wardens and the Headquarters people were cordial and pleasant. I was particularly fond of
Beef and Mac Woodword who were at Castle and then moved to Lake Louise when the Carletons came to Castle.
The University of California person Dorothy mentioned was Ron Stark. Noel Gardiner at Summit in the Yoho was
another Warden who helped me a lot (Henson 2001).
Eisenhower Field Station was a dream come true. Such beauty with Storm Mountain, Copper Mountain and Castle
Mountain (Eisenhower) surrounding us. A perfect location for a field station. Altrude Creek flowed behind the
cabins and hiking trails led from here to Storm Mountain, Lake Eddie [where is that?] Smith Lake and Boom Lake.
Not far away were trails to Eisenhower (Now Rock) Lake, Taylor Lake, Moraine Lake; you could even walk from
Boom Lake to Lake Louise. The Bow River was less than ½ mile away. What more could you ask for. We didn’t
have a vehicle but that great, there was no need. The staff vehicle would take us to Banff once a week for grocery
shopping (Gautreau).
On the weekends we went to the movies in Banff and every Sunday a group of us would go for a hike to Lake
Louise, Shadow, Moraine or somewhere. [What were the hit movies in those days?] (Gautreau).
The Boss from Calgary always drove his own car, to check up on his field staff’s research work, while his wife
visited the scientist’s wives. One shared jar of Postum was quickly delivered by the children to the cabin which was
the selected one to visit for the day, because the boss’s wife couldn’t drink coffee or tea (Shepherd C. 2001).
The clear skies allowed the Northern Lights to perform their spectacular show (Shepherd C. 2001).
Camp Life
We had a nursery in back, to spruce up the place with non-native species- poppies, it worked good, each cabin
vied for floral displays (Reid 2001).
It was a good camp. My wife and I spent the first summer of married life in the middle cabin (Henson 2001).
On arrival at Calgary I was assigned to work as a technician with Roy Shepherd who was working on the mountain
pine beetle project. After two months of working and training at the Calgary Laboratory my wife and I moved to
Eisenhower Field Station. This was the first week of May 1960. Our living quarters was a small 15-foot trailer
parked across the road way from the bunkhouse. This trailer hadn’t been used in a couple of years, was very old,
and in rough shape. Evalyn didn’t complain. She immediately started cleaning it up, made drapes for the windows,
put in a few decorations. In no time she had it looking like a little dollhouse. In the evening I built a small porch for
storage and attached it to the trailer. We had no fridge; a small propane stove for heat and cooking and believe it
or not a very small toilet. No shower. Evalyn was given permission to use the staff shower room in the bunkhouse
during working hours. This was to be our home for 6 months. Free rent! (Gautreau).

24. Emile Gautreau, Herb Cerezke, inspecting the porch
Emile built on the old trailer 1960-61.
The first few days there we were alone, as the other staff hadn’t arrived as yet. My job was to clean the
bunkhouse, kitchen and laboratory, making it ready for occupation. One day Evalyn and I took a walk up the trail
towards Storm Mountain. It was just getting dark as we were returning towards camp when we heard a strange
animal sound coming from the direction of the camp water supply. We stopped and listened. At first I thought it
must be an animal in great pain or a mountain lion in heat and it wasn’t too far way, heading towards us. We were
getting very nervous and didn’t dare move. I had a strong walking stick for protection and we waited as the sound
got closer and closer. All of a sudden I noted words like “Rosemarie I love you”! We looked in amazement when
we saw a young man walk onto the trial in front of us. We introduced ourselves. The young mans name was
Herbert Cerezke, who was trying out his singing voice. He loved opera. This incident was the beginning of a long
friendship that continues to this day (Gautreau).
At EFS the married scientists got the cabins, single scientists the bunkhouse and the technicians lived in small
house trailers, John Watson and his wife Ingrid lived the trailer next door, one day Ingrid went up to her favorite
spot on the hill above camp to sunbathe in the nude. While she was lying there a bear came by, she woke up
suddenly and ran back naked back to camp, we teased her about being ‘Lady Godiva!’ (Gautreau).
After applying and receiving a technical position with the Dept. of Forestry in Calgary, (spring 1961), I was
immediately shipped off to the field station at Mt. Eisenhower. I thought I had died and gone to heaven. How
could anyone possibly get a job in such beautiful surroundings and still get paid for it. Nestled in
the mountains among lodgepole pines, with a stream running through it, made it an enviable position for anyone
who enjoyed the outdoors as much as I did. Every morning you would awaken to the aroma of the pines, the view
of Mt. Eisenhower to the north, Storm Mountain to the northwest, usually with clouds encircling the top (they told
me that's how it got it's name), and Copper Mountain to the east. The stream that ran through premises not only
provided our water supply (via an ingenious setup of a holding tank about a hundred yards upstream and waterline
all the way back to the camp), but also had some of the finest trout fishing in the area, and it was all ours as few
people ventured past the "PRIVATE PROPERTY" signs located around the field station (Lucuik 2003).
My immediate supervisor was Robby Reid, an entomologist with the department. He was not only a brilliant
scientist but also a joy to work with. He allowed me to express my own thoughts and develop my own ideas within
the work environment. Our working relationship was second to none. As a result of his guidance, I terminated my
position in August of 1962 and took on studies to gain a Bachelor of Science degree at the University of British
Columbia. He also had a lighter side and on one occasion, when my first son Brant was born, we decided to throw
a bit of a celebration in my sons honor. As I recall, there wasn't a great deal of alcohol around, and, after we
(Robby Reid, Herb Cerezke, John Watson and myself) had consumed what there was, and we were all in good
spirits at this point, we decided to tackle several bottles of sake which I had made the previous year. This stuff
could only be taken after one's taste buds were slightly dulled. Whatever possessed me to hold onto this sake was
beyond me, but the reason was soon to become apparent. That's when things really got moving. Robby started it
with a toast to Brant followed by flinging his glass into the corner of the rec room, just like you see it in the movies,
only this time it was really. We were quick to follow suit. And there were many toasts. Before long there was a

small mound of broken glass in the corner. Fortunately for us, Herb tended to be a bit more conservative as he
would take any and all empty bottles and drop them out of the window into the snow bank for he knew in which
corner they would likely end up. The celebration ended with the last drop of sake being consumed and the final
glasses added to the heap in the corner. It was a great party (Lucuik 2003).
The staff and working environment at the field station were unbelievable. There was never any anger. Everyone
worked together and helped one another. There was no such thing as overtime. You worked till the job was done
and enjoyed every minute of it. We laughed a lot and enjoyed life to the fullest. It was certainly one of the best
times of my life and I thank God for that (Lucuik 2003).
We drive past there every few years on our way to Vancouver to visit our daughter Marile, and even though I've
been down that highway probably a hundred times or more over the years, I still marvel at the beauty and splendor
the mountains. We sometimes stop at the campgrounds or somewhere nearby and reminisce about our time
there. I only spent two seasons at that field station but am honored to have been given the privilege to do so. My
life certainly was better for it (Lucuik 2003).

25. Herb Cerezke, shoveling snow in early May circa 1961, getting ready for spring camp opening.
I had the end room of the bunkhouse, woke up to a gorgeous view of Castle (Eisenhower) every morning, thought I
had died and gone to heaven! We were a bunch of single guys, used to play volleyball and practice archery (Gates
2002).
We knew Dorothy and Ed Carleton well. Dorothy being English had much in common with my wife Betty. If you see
her ask her is she remembers the words to Back to Alaska. When we had had a few drinks she used to belt that
out like a real pro (Reid 2001).
We had the bunkhouse, where Paul had his tonnes of books for his upcoming American Literature course at UBC.
They were Steinbeck’s ‘Of Mice and Men’, Hart Crane’s ‘Red Badge of Courage’, and Hemmingway’s ‘For Whom
the Bell Tolls’. Also there was Howard Fast’s ‘Freedom Road’, an account of freed slaves being denied freedom
during the ‘reconstruction’. Also Bill Graham’s favorite, Fraser’s ‘Golden Bough’. Henry Meneken, the Editor of the
‘American Mercury’ was also quoted and read. And Joyce’s Ulysses prompted a stream of consciousness writing
spree for a while (Graham 1996).
In the bunkhouse also were Dr. Brown, a beetle expert, two student assistants from Ontario/Quebec (one of whom
skied on Copper Mountain) and various rangers, one of whom had shot a black bear with a .22 and donated the
carcass to the Indians (Graham 1996).

Going to Town
In 1949 the Sault Ste. Marie Lab gave us a motorcycle with sidecar, Robbie Reid taught me how to run it. It had a
short life because it had a permanent, constant electric leak-wouldn’t hold a charge. Al Cook and Robbie Reid
were hired as scientists and instructor in motorcycles. My first shot almost a disaster – coming off the highway into
Hillsdale the machine wouldn’t obey me – we ran off the road into a ditch, Robbie R bailed out, I rode her down but
it stayed upright and stalled (Stark in Shepherd letter 2001).
As we were paid $200 a month, no student had a car. We had to depend on rides from the scientists, or take the
train; the stops were Seebe for Barrier Lake Camp, and at Silver City for our site at Castle. We had to tell the train
conductor in Calgary ahead of time to let us off, usually at midnight (Graham 1996).
There was a saying that going to Banff with Al was like going on a Cook’s Tour (Name of a touring company in
Calgary. I remember one movie we saw “Hush Hush Sweet Charlotte. I loved that movie and its theme song has
always remained with me (Gautreau).
Castle/Eisenhower is very dear to me. Of course, Banff is not as it used to be. I had an MG TD in the early '50s
and the Texans used to kick my tires and laugh at me. Then I would dust them off when they honked their horns
out on the roads. The best section was the five miles south of Johnson's (Henson 2001).
One of the entomologists (I think it was Rob Reid) was single and drove the hottest car. It was a new Studebaker
Golden Hawk. I don’t remember the numbers, but he was reputed to have the record time between Silver City and
Banff. I was privileged to drive with him a few times, and it was quick. He also introduced me to the joys of glacier
climbing and shushing with an alpenstock on the foot of Victoria Glacier at Lake Louise (Gautreau).
Fishing
There were whitefish in Altrude Creek, out here until October, circling in one big silver circle, 10 ‘’ fish (Reid 2001).

26. Mr. and Mrs. Kiddle (camp cook) fishing in
Altrude Ck. with dog ‘Buttons’, October 1961
My wife took advantage of the good fishing in Altrude. She didn’t think government employees should buy a
license. One evening Ed Carleton [park warden] dropped in – I told him Laura was fishing – why didn’t he ask to
see her license? He had caught her dead to rights and we all had a good laugh about it (all but Laura!) (Stark in
Shepherds letter 2001).
Always lots of brook trout in Altrude Creek. Evalyn caught one 14 inches long. Usually they were 6-10 inches. In
the fall of the year, especially October, Arctic Grayling filled the pool not far from camp. You could catch them with
your hands they were so plentiful (Gautreau).
I met my wife, Lil, in Calgary in the fall of 1960 and in July of 1962 we were married and spent our first few weeks
at the field station. As she enjoyed the outdoors as much as myself this was a perfect spot to start our life
together. We hiked many of the trails around the area and spent a lot of time fishing for trout in our "private"
stream. On one of these outings, my wife had accompanied me and was sitting back relaxing while I cast for

cutthroat trout. After a short time, there was a tap on my shoulder, and without making a sound, she pointed
across the stream and no more than a few hundred feet from us was a black bear and her cub. Being cautious, we
made a quiet retreat back to the camp. Bear were quite common in the area along with elk, mountain goats and
bighorn sheep. Fishing was usually good and it was a rare occasion not to catch any trout. Also, with the water
being so cold, the meat was always firm and delicious (Lucuik 2003).
Wildlife
Visitors to the Research Station included some 2-footed and 4-footed animals, plus birds:
Elk, bugling in the early fall, and the deer loved the pansies for their salad, which were growing with T.L.C. in the
cabins’ window boxes for the summer. Bears, one of which stood on its hind legs sniffing, with only the screen door
barrier between the bear and my baby girl I was feeding in her high chair. The bear had intended to invite itself in
for lunch until it sniffed the baby food, quickly reversing direction. The voracious ever-present mosquitoes were not
fussy about blood types. Ground squirrels, chipmunks, whiskey jacks etc were delights to see (C. Shepherd 2001).
Castle also was the birthplace of a litter of cocker spaniel/English Setter mix. Ed Carleton’s setter ‘Chum’ was a
constant visitor and caught the Starks cocker in ‘season’, first treat old Chum had had for many years! (Shepherd).
Another frequent visitor was Nick Morant, the famous CP (Railway) photographer, and Richard Bird (Dickie) a bird
photographer and ornithologist – he used to give nature lectures at Lake Louise for the tourists in return for a cell
(pardon, a room). In ’49 or later we (the Castle gang) made a contribution to ornithology. Dickie B. came to camp
one day asking for help. He had found the home of a tree nesting duck (Winnipeg gold eye?) and the eggs had
hatched or were hatching. Dick was concerned, the tree was on the other side of the highway from the beaver
pond and he was afraid the ducklings followed mama in single column and early summer traffic was fairly heavy.
Two Rangers and Ernest McNeil (an amputee with a viscous looking hook for one arm) and Andy Anderson
positioned themselves on the highway to block traffic when the birds came out. The ducklings dropped out of the
tree and lined up and started over the road. Erni holding up his hook on the Banff side and Andy his Rangers
(warden) badge (looked like a Sheriffs badge and stopped Banff bound traffic. It took the birds quite a while to
cross and soon we heard sirens. Corporal Swigler? Of the RCMP came by and said words to the effect of “Oh no,
not you guys again, do you realize you have traffic backed up to Banff?” He was very reasonable when he was told
about the blessed event. Those tourists who were close enough to witness it (we had quite a crowd) all told him to
cool it, we had made their day! According to Dickie Bird this was the first filmed record of the actual event, little
yellow ping-pong balls dropping about 20 ft, bouncing about 3-4 ft and then lining up in a row, fantastic! (Stark
2001).
The garbage dump – trash cans behind old kitchen, had a garbage bin, bear proof shed with 2x6, big box with a
lid, bears tipped it over to expose cans, staked it down, bears pulled up stakes and tipped it over, finally went to
cement block with a counterweighted door, that worked except for the little wolverine. Mrs. Kittle, the cook, saw it,
the latch was closed and the wolverine sat in front of it working on it until it opened up and he went in (Reid 2001).
At EFS there was a lot of bears, lots of problems with then trying to get into the garbage, I met one coming around
the corner of the garbage shed one day, what a surprise! Later on it got so bad they started taking their garbage to
Johnson Canyon (Gautreau).
Dorothy Carleton and Evelyn (Emile’s wife) were walking the dog (whose dog? Name?) when it chased a black
bear away and then it’s cub up a tree, then the sow came running back (Gautreau).
The Cooks
Cook-Mrs. Kiddle, her husband worked in Lake Louise, they lived in Calgary.

27. Mr. and Mrs. Kiddle, Eisenhower Forestry Camp, 1960
Mrs. Kiddle was the cook, she had a dog called “Buttons”, it ran into a porcupine on Storm Mtn. We had to put the
dog in a car and go all the way to Calgary to see a vet. (What was Mrs. Kittle like, what was your /her favorite or
best recipe? Who supplied the camp with groceries? Were there other camp staff there that were not scientists or
technicians?)
Mrs. Kiddle had a small dog, a mixture of many breeds called Buttons. He was an ugly little dog and no one liked
him because he was always trying to, pardon the expression, screw your leg. If you went for a walk he would try
and follow you. One day Evalyn went for a hike up the trail to Storm Mountain. Buttons followed. Along the way he
spotted a baby porcupine sitting on a log with it's mother sunning themselves. He grabbed the little porcupine in his
mouth and killed it. The mother slapped him with her tail. Well Buttons was now covered in quills. Evalyn came
back to camp crying with Buttons following her. When Mrs. Kittle saw Buttons she was very upset. Robbie Reid
came over to see what all the commotion was about. He took one look at Buttons and knew what had to be done.
He put Buttons in the forestry van and had someone take him to the vet in Calgary. When Buttons returned he
didn’t follow anyone for quite some time (Gautreau).
At the station, the cook was a young Englishman, Davis Leslie, who became a lawyer in Vancouver (Graham
1996).
The Kids
Before the Trans Canada Highway was built, travelers driving the two lane highway took second looks as they
saw, to their amazement, three women walking along the road pushing baby buggies, toddlers in hand, dogs on
leashes, in this “wilderness” area (the Field Station’s buildings were invisible) (Colleen Shepherd 2001).
There are great many anecdotes we all have re EFS (Eisenhower Forest Station). In those days there was not the
paranoia associated with raising children there is today. At any one time there would be 6-8 pre-school kids around
camp, however always under the watchful eye of the mothers. Neither Altrude Ck, the occasional visit by bears,
nor the surrounding wilderness were causes for concern. Caution yes. Such are the changes in one generation
(Reid 2001).
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That summer ’48 we had a visit from Dr. George Holland (dec), a noted taxonomist. He had his family – two small
children and wife with him. They camped next to our cabin – Laurie was horrified to see him washing the kids in
the waters of our little creek. Offered our washtub with heated water but George maintained they had to rough it
(Stark 2001).

28. Afternoon picnic in front of the cookhouse, Mrs. Kiddle, camp cook in white, 1960 or 1961.
Grace and Al Cook had a little boy about 4 years old. I forget his name. He would often come over to visit me in the
evenings. One day when I was building the porch he came over to see me. He said ”Emile, what are you doing”
Rather than going into detail I said “making a lootel ladel”. Wow he thought that was really something great and he
loved the word ‘lootel ladel.’ He went home and told Al what I was doing. It wasn’t long before Al came over to see
me. “What’s this lootel ladel you’re making?” We had a great laugh over that. It is an old maritime expression for
‘ting a ma jig’ (Gautreau).
Hiking

29. John Tattrine, Emile Gautreau, Alfred
Gautreau (brother), Michael Carleton (son
of Dorothy and Ed Carleton (warden at
Castle Mtn Station, June 1960)

30. Dr. Herb Cerezke, Technician Emile Gautreau
Castle (Eisenhower) Mtn. May 1960

31. Evalyn Gautreau hiking near the field
Station, 1960

32. Dorothy Carleton, Evalyn Gautreau possibly on
Castle Fire Lookout trail, July 1960

The enchanting trips were over Twin Lakes, Gibbon Pass, Shadow Lake, Whistling Valley, Scarab Lake, and
Mummy Lake and down to the fire road pick up spot at 11 p.m. The other wondrous trip was with Norm Wilkinson
to Taylor Lake, again along the fire road where the Trans Canada is now. We started after work one evening, got
to the Lake at sundown, then came down the trial in the dark, feeling our way along by the soles of our feet. It’s
almost as if our soles had eyes (Graham 1996).
The first few days there we were alone, as the other staff hadn’t arrived as yet. My job was to clean the
bunkhouse, kitchen and laboratory, making it ready for occupation. One day Evalyn and I took a walk up the trail
towards Storm Mountain. It was just getting dark as we were returning towards camp when we heard a strange
animal sound coming from the direction of the camp water supply. We stopped and listened. At first I thought it
must be an animal in great pain or a mountain lion in heat and it wasn’t too far way, heading towards us. We were
getting very nervous and didn’t dare move. I had a strong walking stick for protection and we waited as the sound
got closer and closer. All of a sudden I noted words like “Rosemarie I love you”! We looked in amazement when
we saw a young man walk onto the trial in front of us. We introduced ourselves. The young mans name was
Herbert Cerezke, who was trying out his singing voice. He loved opera. This incident was the beginning of a long
friendship that continues to this day (Gautreau).

Copper Mountain/Silver City
The [Forest Biology] Rangers went up to the [Copper Mountain] mine, brought artifacts down and put them around
the mess hall (Reid 2001).

33. Dr. Roy Shepherd, Copper Mtn. mine, 1961

34. Jack Robins, Forest Ranger/carpenter, examining
pick in Copper Mtn. Mine, 20 ft deep shaft, 1961

Emile used to go for a walk every night and did a lot of exploring by himself. He hiked right over Copper Mountain
to Shadow Lake (how far is that?) He spent a lot of time exploring for the old mines and logging camps. He found
the old Silver City Copper mine in 1962 that he and Ed Carleton had gone looking for. There were two mines, one
about 40 ft and the other about 20 ft deep. There was a cabin there; it had a sod roof, a broad axe on the table and
spruce boughs for comfort on the bed. He found a newspaper under the bed in perfect condition; it was the New
York Times from August 1884, in perfect condition. The headline was about a proposal to build a project that was
going to be called the ‘Statue of Liberty’.

35. Emile Gautreau inside Copper Mtn. Mine
Bunkhouse, 1961, found 1884 newspaper

36. Emile and Evalyn Gautreau, Copper Mtn bunkhouse

37. Michael Carleton, Warden Ed Carleton, Emile Gautreau
Copper Mtn. Mine Bunkhouse, 1961
Outside the cabin there were tools, axes and picks, all left behind because the miners had left in a hurry to go to
the Yukon gold rush (Gautreau).
The warden at Castle Mountain, Ed Carleton, was a frequent visitor to the Field Station, along with his wife Dorothy
and their son Michael. Ed told me a lot about the history of the area. Logging operations, Silver City, and copper
discoveries on Copper Mountain. He mentioned he had found old diggings on Copper Mountain but nothing
significant. He had heard there had been a mine but he couldn’t find it. This peaked my interest so rather than
following old logging trials I decided to look for old tree blazes on Copper Mountain – old survey lines (Gautreau).

38. Logging camp, location unknown, circa 1960

On our return to the Field Station I studied the map and the direction the blazes were coming from. I realized they
all pointed to Silver City. Suddenly I realized that the mine might not be at the top of Copper Mountain but on the
lower slopes. A few days later I decided to walk over to Smith Lake and follow the edge of the Trans Canada
Highway towards Banff. I walked about ¼ mile past Smith Lake when I saw what appeared to be a small opening,
possible a cave about 200-500 feet up the slope. I took a compass bearing and headed upslope. After about 45
minutes I discovered a scree slope made up of old stones that had been broken. Further up the slope was an old
wooden platform. Axes, shovels and picks were scattered everywhere. Nearby were two mineshafts going straight
in, one about 30 ft and the other about 10-15 ft. I could see from the copper vein it wasn’t worth mining. Not far
away was a small bunkhouse still intact with a sod roof. The door was still closed and on opening it I saw a table

with a beautiful broad axe lying on it. On the window ledge were samples of copper ore. There were two bunk beds
made of poles covered with spruce boughs. I searched under the bed and found hidden by layers of spruce
needles, a newspaper-The New York Times, dated 1884, in perfect condition. The front page had a large picture of
the long proposed Statue of Liberty. If I remember correctly the picture depicted an old lady holding a long staff
(Gautreau).
A short distance from the cabin was a charcoal bin they had made. I guess they were using the charcoal in a small
forge to repair their picks. I found a few bottles nearby, a greenish blue in color. Some were I suspect vinegar
bottles. I returned to the Field Station and reported my find to Ed Carleton. The next day he came to see me
bringing Elaine Hamerling, the Banff Park naturalist and historian. They took pictures and all the artifacts including
the newspaper and broadaxe. I never saw Elaine again but it was my impression the artifacts went to park
headquarters (Gautreau).
The discovery of the mine created a lot of excitement at the Field Station. Several times I took staff up to see the
mine. Jack Robins was very interested, as were Shepherd, Cerezke and others (Gautreau).
The summer of 1954 was spent building Pan Abode cabins. We stayed at the Agricultural Station at Silver City.
The mineshaft was still open at that time and Joe Smith’s Cabin was almost all gone. Silver City in it’s brief hey day
was larger that Banff or Canmore. The silver was salted and a scam (Graham 1996).
Ask Bob Stevenson – something about a 70 lb anchor in the days of Silver City, found an anvil on a talus slope
and hauled it out (Reid 2001).

Castle Camp after CFS departure
In 1970 the main office in Calgary was closed and most of the staff were transferred to a newly constructed facility
in Edmonton. Some were moved to other research laboratories in Canada. At this time the Castle Mt. Field Station
was closed and turned over to the National Parks (Shepherd 2001).
The tree studies finished by 1970 [or earlier], camp put up for auction, an outfit wanted it but wasn’t allowed to cut
any trees to get buildings out (Reid 2001). So CFS turned buildings over to Parks (probably for $1)(Petty).
[Interestingly the camp was auctioned off in 2002 for some $90,000 and cutting 25 trees to remove the buildings
was not an issue].
The Camp was vacant from 1963 to 1968. The writer assumes that the research that continued until 1970 was
based out the Calgary office until that time. After all the effort to build it, the camp was barely used 10 years. In the
early ‘70’s it was occupied by native fire crews some of who carved their names into the roof beams of the original
laboratory building; Marten Manybears, Siksika Crew May7/92, Emery Grier 1979,Martin Davey Aug 10/87, Nadine
Greyeyes, Terry Greyeyes Aug 13/81 N.T.C. [Native Trail Crew].
The old CPR railway building was brought in by Indian and Northern Affairs (IAND) in the mid 70’s as a camp
kitchen for the fire crews since the Panabode kitchen was too small. The ‘CPR kitchen’ named in this document
was a name applied by the author during the auction process as it was thought that this building came from the
CPR in Lake Louise. It is actually a kitchen used at Waterfowl Lakes by highways workers when constructing
Highway 93N to Jasper. Since the ‘CPR Kitchen ‘ name was used extensively through the assessment and
decommissioning process it will continue to remain as such for simplicities sake.
The trail crew program started in BNP in 1977, the native trail crews were integrated into the program.
It (the ‘CPR kitchen’) hasn’t been used as such since ‘82 or ‘83 when the native crews left and Parks
switched from IAND to the Dept of Environment. It’s been closed since then but was used on occasion for
warden training schools (Gorrie).
In 1985 and 1986 archeologists used the camp during the [Trans Canada] highway twinning construction. This was
the beginning of the modern research era, with wardens, trail crew, researchers and Initial Attack Crew using the
Camp. At that time the trail crew (35 staff) were run by Visitor Services, a downsizing of trail crew and
reorganization of BNP Backcountry Operations (in 1988) saw the trail crew switched over to the Warden Service
and some wardens started to stay out at the camp as well. The singlewide trailer, formerly housing Public Works
staff during the highway-twinning project was moved in for the Initial Attack Crew (IAC) in ‘89 or ‘90. The
doublewide trailer, formerly the Warden Office in Lake Louise was moved in soon after that.
I remember seeing bug traps left in the trees around the camp and there used to be 3 plywood buildings,
one with louvers, that was a giant bug trap? Or used to store them. There used to be a cold storage pit with

a trap door and a weight, it has since been filled and buried. Bunkhouse (bldg 7) used to be the kitchen;
there was a cold storage bldg behind kitchen. Water pressure came from the generator; it was in the shed
(Generator Shed No.1) that has the concrete floor. The building we used as a kitchen used to be the lab
(building 6) (Gorrie).

Impressions from others
There was an Entomologist Camp around Castle Junction. One of the entomologists was from the
University of California. They studied bugs, which infected trees. The entomologists came during the
summer before the transcanada highway was built. Dorothy’s oldest son Michael often went with the
entomologists when they went out into the field. He learned a lot about insects. The entomologists would
stay out at Castle until October (Carleton 2001).
There was an English gal, she loved to do corn roasts. There used to be a dingy at Vista Lake. (Carleton
2005)
Dorothy Carleton came to Canada in 1948 as a war bride to join her husband Ed Carleton, Banff Park Warden.
When her husband was stationed at Castle Mountain she operated the switchboard, which served as a link
between Radium and Banff.
The Mystery Village
The year was 1965. I was making my living guiding horse trips in Banff National Park. I had a trip booked in the
Egypt Lake area to pack supplies for a Boy Scout hiking trip from Sunshine to Egypt Lake and eventually over
Gibbon Pass back to Eisenhower Junction. I rode and had four packhorses to bring along food and camping
supplies for the troop.
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We went over Red Earth Pass to Egypt Lake. We spent a couple of more days camping and going over Whistling
Pass to Haiduk and Shadow Lakes. The last day was over Gibbon Pass to Eisenhower Junction where I was to
meet a truck and horse trailer to go back to Lake Louise. I had not been over this trail before and on the last day I
rode the long descent from Gibbon Pass to the Highway. The Boy Scouts went on ahead while I packed up the
horses.
I was riding through the heavy forest getting closer to the noise of the highway. I suddenly came out of the trees
into a Village. I wondered where in the heck I was. There were clothes hanging on lines and people moving around
this village of log houses. I seem to remember swing sets and the laughter of children. I rode by a large cookhouse
and the smell of baking bread making me hungry. I thought that I was lost but looked up at the face of Mount
Eisenhower (now Castle Mountain) and new that I was where I should be! I gave my head a shake and rode to the
highway where the truck and trailer were waiting.
I had driven between Banff and Lake Louise many times and didn’t realize that this Village was located just off the
highway in the pine forest. I asked the Wardens in Lake Louise about the Village and they told me it was a “BugCamp” for the Forest Service.
It still remained a Mystery Village to me for many years. (Mickle, 2002)
Last Word
What I remember best about the place is the smell. Every time I swung open the door to whichever cabin I was
staying in, the sweet, almost medicinal smell of cedar was what overwhelmed the senses. After work, after a
climb, after a multi-day river trip, after a night on the town -nothing compared to that natural, fresh woody smell.
Like clean sheets dried in the sun.
The other strong memory of the place was water - the sound of Altrude Creek running over its cobbled bed 100
metres through the trees, and the patter of rain on the wood-shingled roof. And the light. It was a dark, north
facing location for a camp, but when the sun did hit it was magic - shafts of tree-filtered light which sent scarves of
mist rising up from the forest floor. Frame that scene through the pane of a 50's
picture window (complete with wood crossbeams) and you begin to understand the aesthetics of the place that
brought pleasure to so many of its occupants.
It's true that the collection of trail crew workers, research staff, and wardens had their share of parties at the place,
and it's true that there was some drunkenness, debauchery, and a few illicit substances that

saw the light of the stars in those times, but somehow the parties never really got too rowdy. They couldn't.
Everybody knew each other too well, was aware of the wild inhabitants that surrounded the place, and, perhaps
most of all, were respectful of giving Don Gorrie (the camp's manager) the peace that everyone knew he valued so
much.
We all valued that peace, and perhaps that is the quality that made Castle so attractive to everyone that lived
there. It was hidden in a quiet fold of a not-so-quiet valley, was far enough from the town of
Banff to make going for a drink or a movie more of a hassle than a pleasure, and with its setting of tall pines and
needle-carpeted forest floor, encouraged a balanced, well paced life. People read more than
they partied, engaged in meaningful conversation more than they watched TV, and opted for a hike, climb, or
paddle whenever they could get time away from work.
I had two favorite evening walks from camp: the tourist trail to Smith Lake, and a bushwhack up into the canyon of
Altrude Creek. There were wetlands on the way to Smith Lake where one could watch the growth of tadpoles into
wood frogs during the course of a summer, and reeds around the lake itself that, like the aspens that led up the
canyon behind it, tracked the seasons with their shifts in color. One year I went to that lake once a week for seven
straight weeks and came away with a set of photographs so beautiful that no one believed they were from a place
that many considered to be a dark, shadowy place. And on my many forays up Altrude Creek, I encountered
everything from grizzly rub trees and moose calves to a pack of wolves.
One of the things I liked to do best at Castle was to push the season - to stay long after everybody (but Don
Gorrie) had left in the fall. Life became even more simple in those times: water had to be hauled when the lines
froze, sessions in the outhouse replaced the convenience of flush toilets, sweaters and toques were donned in
addition to pajamas, and sponge baths heated over the propane range substituted having a shower. The rewards
far outweighed the inconveniences. Elk moved through the camp at that time of year. Exhilarating skates were to
be had on the flawless skin of ice over Smith Lake. And if one pushed the season a little too far, there was the
unique experience of packing out furniture on skis instead of in the trunk of the car.
Perhaps more than anything, it was the seasonality of the place that made it so special. All of us knew we could
never own our cabins or even live in them year round, and so we appreciated the experience in
the way that one appreciates anything that is limited or temporary. We absorbed the conversations, peaceful
evenings, and convenient hikes with a hunger. And when it inevitably did come time to move, there seemed to be
a tradition to it all, a seasonal rhythm that was as natural as the arrival of fall or spring. One by one people would
pack their small cluster of possessions into their rusty cars and trucks, have a last meal together, and then move
on, always talking about returning the next spring. There was a kind of nomadism to it all, a freedom, and leaving
always seemed more of a cycle than an end. But now it seems the cycle really is at an end and the only words I
can muster to describe how I feel about it are words like loss, sorrow, and regret. More than a camp will be
removed when it comes time to take the buildings away from Altrude Creek. Castle Camp provided an aesthetic
and spirited type of accommodation for seasonal workers in Banff National Park, one that I'm sure will be
impossible to replace (Heuer, 2002).

Going Once? Going Twice? …. Sold!
The Federal Heritage Buildings Committee received the report prepared by Warden Laurenson in 2002 and based
on that issued a building review FHBRO log no: 01-092 which determined that Castle Camp was not recognized as
significant according to the FHBRO evaluation criteria. Thus the process of disposal by auction began in late 2002.
On Saturday May 10, 2003 the buildings and contents of Castle Camp were put up for public auction and garnered
proceeds of $90,000. Some buildings were moved intact and others were dismantled piece by piece. They are now
relocated across Alberta and British Columbia (see photos). By September of 2003 all buildings and services had
been removed and the site scarified and seeded. Aside from the roadbed leading into the site there is little to
remind one of the hard work, good times and rewarding experiences that took place here.

Galvin Auction Ltd. Presents
Onsite unreserved Public Auction of Buildings and mobile homes
On behalf of Parks Canada and Banff National Park

Saturday, May 10, 2003, 1 p.m.
On site viewing dates
Friday, May 9, 9am-3pm,
Saturday, May 10, 9am-1pm

Tuesday, April 15, 12-3 pm,

Location: Castle Forestry Camp, Hwy #1, Banff National Park (20 minutes west of Banff)
Download: Building descriptions and Conditions of Sale
Building
U

U

Generator Shed
Bunkhouse
Bunkhouse
Kitchen
Laundry/Storage
Toilet
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
CPR Kitchen
Single Wide
Double Wide
Outhouse 1x4
Outhouse 1x6 d
Outhouse 1x6 c

Size (meters)
U

Size(feet)

U

U

2.65x2.65
14.33x7.32
9.75x6.10
‘L’-10.67x6.71 – 6.10x3.96
10.36x4.23
4.57x3.66
9.3x6.1
9.14x6.1
9.14x6.1
9.14x6.1
6.4x14.02 + 3.14x1.98 (porch)
4.27x20.42
8.23x12.19
n/a
n/a
n/a

Gross Area (sm, sf)
U

U

8.7x8.7
47x24
32x20
35x22+20x13
34x14
15x12
30.5x20
30x20
30x20
30x20
21x46/10.3x6.5
14x67
27x40
n/a
n/a
n/a

7.02
104.9
59.5
95.75
43.8
16.7
56.7
55.8
55.8
55.8
95.9
87.2
100.3
n/a
n/a
n/a

U

(75.6)
(1129)
(640)
(1031)
(472)
(180)
(611)
(600)
(600)
(600)
(1032)
(939)
(1080)

$1,000 bid deposit required, 7% GST applies, Buyers have 90 days to remove buildings,
special conditions apply, Method of Payment: MasterCard, Visa, Certified Funds, Company
Cheque
A Building Information and Conditions of Sale Package can be picked up at Galvin Auction Salesroom at 5678
Burleigh Cresent SE, Calgary, download Building descriptions and Conditions of Sale

Or by Contacting:
Park Warden Art Laurenson
Banff Warden Office
Box 900, Banff, AB
T1L 1K2

Phone:
1-403-762-1429 (direct)
1-403-762-1470 (24/7 dispatch)
Fax: 1-403-763-3240
Email: Art.Laurenson@pc.gc.ca
HTU

UTH

(Information package prepared and distributed to interested buyers. This package has been edited from its
original form to avoid unnecessary duplication, as much of the content of this package is available in its entirety in
other sections of this document)

Building descriptions:

Eisenhower Forest Biology Field Station
(Castle Camp)

Prepared by:
Art Laurenson, Park Warden
Warden Service, Banff National Park
December 2002

INTRODUCTION
The Eisenhower Forest Biology Field Station (now known as Castle Camp) was established in 1954 and it’s
decommissioning and reclamation was proposed in 2001. This information package includes history, background
details and building descriptions for the following structures to be removed:
(See building details in Auction poster previous)

SITE DESCRIPTION/ ADDRESS (see attached map and photo)
Province:

Alberta

City: not applicable

Address:

Eisenhower (now Castle) Junction

Radium/Trans Canada Highway, Banff National Park
Lot/Concession Number: not applicable
Survey Number:

Sec. 30 Twp. 26 Rge. 14 W 5th Mer.

Original Owner:

Department of Agriculture, 1954-1968

Present Owner:

Parks Canada, 1968-present

P

P

SITE LOCATION
Castle Camp is located twenty minutes west of Banff on the Trans Canada Highway (TCH). It is in the south side
of the highway at the junction of the TCH and Highway 93S (Radium). It is accessed from east by taking the exit to
Radium, crossing the TCH bridge and turning left at the gate visible in the wildlife fence. It is accessed from the
west by taking the Radium off ramp and proceeding straight across 93S to the wildlife gate. There is a brown and
yellow sign for Smith and Vista Lakes. This gate and access road is also known as the Altrude Creek Parking Area
and trailhead for Smith, Copper and Twin Lakes.

L Louise

Radium

Camp

Banff

Castle Camp Aerial Photo Location

Castle Camp Map Location (black arrow)

CONTACT FOR THIS PROJECT
See previous text

BACKGROUND AND HISTORY
Panabode Company History
See previous text

Beginning of Eisenhower Station
See previous text

Castle Camp after CFS departure
See previous text
CRAFTSMANSHIP AND MATERIALS (from FHBRO analysis)
All of the buildings, except the CPR kitchen and mobile homes, were constructed of prefabricated, machined
interlocking 3”x 6” cedar logs, designed to be quickly erected and taken down. The buildings, except for the garage
and generator shed, which were placed on concrete pads, were set on blocks giving adequate ventilation beneath
the buildings. The gable roofs were covered in cedar shingles.
Considering that the buildings have been functional for well over half a century, these prefabricated buildings have
stood up well under the conditions that they have been subjected to.
The buildings were put together by the research staff themselves under the direction of a qualified carpenter, which
indicates that their design choice of materials were good ones for the location and intended use.
The buildings were prefabricated out of interlocking machined 3” x 6” cedar logs. Considering the interlocking
system used the size and interior design of the buildings depended upon the proposed use. For example, the three
residences, all approximately the same size encompassed two bedrooms and a living/kitchen space. The
bunkhouse encompassed eight small rooms plus a larger common area. The original kitchen, subsequently
converted into a bunkhouse, originally had two storage areas, a kitchen and dining space. The fact that the original
kitchen was subsequently changed to a bunkhouse indicates that the buildings were easily modified to suit
changing requirements.
The buildings in the camp were constructed with a view to provide temporary and semi-permanent quarters for a
research staff and visitors to the site. As a temporary research station, it is doubtful that the buildings were meant
to have been permanent, which is further evidenced by their method of construction and the selling feature that
they were easy to move. The fact that they have functioned adequately for almost fifty years indicates the
appropriateness of the design and materials used.
These buildings provided the space required allowing staff to perform the scientific functions required and to
provide a living space while performing their work at a field station within a wilderness setting. These buildings
were use by the CFS for almost thirty years and provided the space and setting required for the staff too effectively
pursue their work.
The CPR kitchen has an exterior with vertical boards. The date of construction is not known. The building has been
on the site since at least 1972, when the CPS took possession of the building.

BUILDING INVENTORY AND DESCRIPTIONS (from FHBRO analysis)
All buildings are simple, generally well proportioned structures of overall utilitarian design, whose visual qualities
reflect their pre-fabricated origins. All window and door openings feature simple frame surrounds.
Generator Shed No.1 (Fig 1): this is a small, simple, shed roofed structure with a single door on the main
elevation.
Bunkhouse No. 3(Fig 2): this building features a balanced façade of a central door with flanking windows, and a
gently pitched end-gable roof.
Bunkhouse No. 4(Fig 3): similar to, but smaller in scale than bunkhouse No. 3, and features a slightly steeper
roof slope.
Kitchen No. 6(Fig 4): an “L” shaped structure, with entrances on two elevations and featuring large, triple
windows.
Laundry-Storage No. 7(Fig 5): an end gabled, rectangular building with an off-centered entrance on the long
elevation and irregular fenestration.
Washroom No. 67(Fig 6): a small, end gabled building with entrances on both the side and end elevations, with
what appear to be small three paned windows.
Residence No. 77(Fig 7): a rectangular, end gabled dwelling with an off-center door and flanking windows on the
main (end) elevation, irregular fenestration on the long elevations.
Residence Nos. 78, 79, 80(Fig 8,9,10): very similar to residence no. 77, but with larger windows: residences no
79 and 89 feature extended front decks.
CPR Kitchen (Fig 11): the aesthetic anomaly within the complex, this building displays a somewhat more
permanent appearance with vertical board siding, a pronounced eaves line, and a projecting entrance vestibule
which provides some elaboration to an otherwise rectangular, end gabled profile.
Single Wide (Fig 13): 14 ft by 67ft mobile home
Double Wide (Fig 14): 27 ft x 40ft doublewide mobile home
Outhouse 1x4 (Fig 15): wood framing
Outhouse 1x6 (Fig 16): wood framing
Outhouse 1x6 (Fig 17): wood framing

Common features of Panabode Structures
U

Designer:
Exterior walls:
Interior Finish:
Roof:
Floor:
Windows:

Panabode Company Ltd.
Interlocking machined 3” x 6” cedar logs (unfinished)
Interlocking machined 3” x 6” cedar logs (unfinished)
Original cedar shingles on 2 x 6 tongue and groove planks
Cedar strip flooring, some linoleum
Single pane wood frame

Notes: All Panabodes still have their original shingles. Some roofs have leaked slightly over the years. As a result
the interior surfaces of some roof decking, walls and beams show lines of water staining.
Some windows may be stuck in their frames and some doors may not close properly.

Unique Features
U

Building Name:
Original Use:
Present Use:
Built:
Dimensions (m):
Foundation:
Alterations:

Storage (labelled Bldg #1 as per IAND Building Records)
Generator Shed
Storage (generator removed, date unknown)
1954
2.65 (8.7 ft) x 2.65 (8.7 ft)
curbed concrete pad
none

Notes: This is a small, simple, shed roofed structure with a single door on the main elevation and a small window
on the south and north elevation. There are also air vents on the south, east and north elevations. It sits on a
curbed concrete pad.

Fig. 1Generator Shed-Bldg #1:W Elevation

Generator Shed-Bldg #1:E Elevation

Generator Shed-Bldg #1:S Elevation

Generator Shed-Bldg #1:N Elevation

Unique Features
U

Building Name:
Original Use:
Present Use:
Built:
Dimensions (m):
Foundation:
Alterations:
Room sizes (approx):

Bunkhouse (labelled Bldg #3 as per IAND Building Records)
Bunkhouse
Bunkhouse
1954
14.33 (47 ft) x 7.32 (24 ft)
none, supported on concrete block towers
none
six bedrooms 8x10
one bedroom 10x10
living room 9x16
bathroom 11x11
central hallway 3x40

Notes:
This building features a balanced façade of a central door and small porch at each end
with flanking windows (north elevation), and a gently pitched end-gable roof. The floor plan includes seven
bedrooms, one larger living room and communal bathroom. The bathroom contains two showers, two toilets, two
sinks, hot water tank and furnace. The building is heated by forced air via exposed overhead ductwork suspended
in the main hallway.

Fig. 2 Bunkhouse Bldg #3: W Elevation

Bunkhouse Bldg #3: S Elevation

Bunkhouse Bldg #3: E Elevation

Bunkhouse Bldg #3: N Elevation

Unique Features
U

Building Name:
Original Use:
Present Use:
Built:
Dimensions (m):
Room sizes (approx):
Flooring:
Alterations:

Bunkhouse (labelled Bldg #4 as per IAND Building Records)
Kitchen and dining
Bunkhouse/kitchen
1954
9.75 (32 ft) x 6.10(20 ft)
Dining 13x18, Kitchen 17x10, Storage 8x8, Mudroom 9x8
Linoleum tile
none

Notes:
This building features a balanced façade of a central door with flanking windows (north
elevation), and a gently pitched end-gable roof. There is also a door to the kitchen on the east side and the storage
room on the west side. The front (north) half is was originally a dining room connecting to a large kitchen. The
kitchen in turn connects to a large mudroom and storage room. A furnace and hot water tank are located in the
kitchen and the building is heated by underfloor forced air duct system.
This building is essentially a one-bedroom house without a bathroom. The kitchen is big enough to accommodate
a dining area as well. Thus leaving the original dining area as a living room or for possible renovation to include a
second bedroom. The large mudroom could be renovated to include a standard four-fixture bathroom.

Fig 3. Bunkhouse Bldg #4: N Elevation

Bunkhouse Bldg #4: W Elevation

Bunkhouse Bldg #4: S Elevation

Bunkhouse Bldg #4: E Elevation

Unique Features
U

Building Name:
Original Use:
Present Use:
Built:
Dimensions (m):
Room sizes (approx):
Alterations:

Kitchen (labelled Bldg #6 as per IAND Building Records)
Laboratory and office
Kitchen and accommodation
1954
10.67 (35ft) x 6.71 (22 ft) and 6.10 (20 ft) x 3.96 (13 ft)
Bedrooms, 8x10, 12x10, 8x10, Living room 11x20, Kitchen/dining 18x12
lab used as kitchen/dining

Notes:
This is an “L” shaped structure, with two entrances on the east elevation and one on the
west and featuring large, triple windows. A porch protects the main entrance. The original lab area has since
served as a kitchen/dining area and the original office spaces have since been used as bedrooms. The main front
recreation room used to house a pool table. There is some minor damage to the walls (initials etc). There are old
water stains on the roof beams from leaks that were subsequently repaired. There are three fridges, a gas stove
and hot water tank in the kitchen. The building is heated by underfloor forced air duct system from a furnace
located outside on the front porch.
This building is essentially a three-bedroom house without a bathroom. A possible renovation may include
converting one of the smaller bedrooms to a bathroom/utility room and moving the furnace inside.
In order for this building to be removed it would have to either cut or dismantled. It is possible to cut the kitchen
wing off [6.10 (20 ft) x 3.96 (13 ft)] and still be left with an intact structure that would consist of the three
bedrooms and living area which could still be renovated as previously suggested. The kitchen could be reattached
or not. Regardless of the chosen technique the entire building must be removed.

Fig 4. Kitchen Bldg 6: N Elevation

Kitchen Bldg 6: W Elevation

Kitchen Bldg 6: S Elevation

Kitchen Bldg 6: E Elevation

Unique Features
U

Building Name:
Original Use:
Present Use:
Built:
Dimensions (m):
Room sizes (approx):
Alterations:

Laundry and Storage (labelled Bldg #7 as per IAND Building Records)
Laundry and storage
Laundry and storage
1954
10.36 (34 ft) x 4.23 (14 ft)
3 at 10x13ft
none

Notes:
This is an end gabled, rectangular building with three entrances on the west elevation and
one on the east elevation. It is subdivided into three separate rooms, one was a workshop with two windows, the
middle was a storage room with one window and the last was a laundry room with one window, complete with sink,
hot water tank, 220V hookups and a small floor model propane space heater.

Fig. 5 Laundry/Storage Bldg #7:W Elevation

Laundry/Storage Bldg #7:S Elevation

Laundry/Storage Bldg #7:E Elevation

Laundry/Storage Bldg #7:N Elevation

Unique Features
U

Building Name:
Original Use:
Present Use:
Built:
Dimensions (m):
Alterations:

Toilet (labelled Bldg #67 as per IAND Building Records)
Washroom
Washroom
1954
4.57 (15 ft) x 3.66 (12 ft)
none

Notes:
This is a small, end gabled building with entrances on both the side and end elevations,
with four small three paned windows. It contains two three piece bathrooms that have their own entrances and a
third room also with its own entrance, containing two sinks, the hot water tank and a wall mounted propane space
heater. All rooms are connected and would likely have had shower curtains for separation. There has been some
minor water damage at roof intrusions.
This building could be modified such that the bathrooms were completely separate (i.e., men’s and women’s) or it
could be gutted and used as a small cabin.

Washroom Bldg #67: E Elevation

Washroom Bldg #67: N Elevation

Fig 6. -Washroom Bldg #67: S Elevation

Washroom Bldg #67: W Elevation

Unique Features
U

Building Name:
Original Use:
Present Use:
Built:
Dimensions (m):
Flooring:
Room sizes (approx):
Foundation:
Alterations:

Residence (labelled Bldg #77 as per IAND Building Records)
Residence
Residence
1961
9.30 (30.5 ft) x 6.10 (20 ft)
Linoleum tile
Bedrooms, 9x12, 8x10, Living/dining 13x13, Kitchen 13x6, Bathroom 5x7
Continuous two-foot high concrete block wall on concrete footing
none

Notes:
This is a rectangular, end gabled dwelling with off-center doors on the east and west
elevations, flanking windows on the main (east) elevation, and irregular windows on the long elevations. It has two
bedrooms, a three-piece bathroom and full kitchen complete with fridge and propane range. This building is heated
via a forced air underfloor duct system. The furnace is a Lennox model located in a corner of the living room and
there is also a hot water tank. The front deck may not be salvageable. The concrete footing and concrete block
pony wall will be removed by Parks Canada.
At the end of 1961 field season in late October all the rangers, including me got together and built the Panabode
Ranger Cabin (#77). I was surprised how fast it went up. It was completed in a week and was like putting a puzzle
together (Gautreau, pers comm 2002).

Fig. 7 -Residence Bldg #77: N Elevation

Residence Bldg #77: S Elevation

Residence Bldg #77: E Elevation

Residence Bldg #77: W Elevation

Unique Features
U

Building Name:
Original Use:
Present Use:
Built:
Dimensions (m):
Room sizes (approx):

Alterations:

Residence (labelled Bldg #78 as per IAND Building Records)
Residence
Residence
1954
9.14 (30 ft) x 6.10 (20 ft)
Bedroom, 9x8, 9x13
Living/dining/kitchen 12x18
Bathroom 5x7
Original kitchen counters removed and not replaced

Notes:

Residence No 78: very similar to residence no. 77, but with larger windows.

This is a rectangular, end gabled dwelling with an off-center door on the west elevation, flanking windows and a
large picture window. It has two bedrooms, a three-piece bathroom and propane range. The kitchen has a sink in a
countertop stand and two overhead cupboards. There is no counter space or under counter cupboards. There is a
hot water tank and wall mounted propane space heater. The front deck may not be salvageable.

Fig. 8 -Residence Bldg #78: W Elevation

Residence Bldg #78: S Elevation

Residence Bldg # 78: S Elevation

Residence Bldg #78: N Elevation

Unique Features
U

Building Name:
Original Use:
Present Use:
Built:
Dimensions (m):
Room sizes (approx):

Alterations:

Residence (labelled Bldg #79 as per IAND Building Records)
Residence
Residence
1954
9.14 (30 ft) x 6.10 (20 ft)
Bedroom, 9x8, 9x13
Living/dining/kitchen 12x18
Bathroom 5x7
none

Notes:
Residence Nos. 79: very similar to residence no. 77, but with larger windows. Feature extended front deck that is
probably not salvageable.
This is a rectangular, end gabled dwelling with an off-center door on the west elevation, flanking windows on the
main elevation, and a large picture window. It has two bedrooms, a three-piece bathroom and full kitchen complete
with propane range. There is a hot water tank and wall mounted propane space heater. The front deck may not be
salvageable.

Fig 9. - Residence Bldg #79: W Elevation

Residence Bldg #79: S Elevation

Residence #79: E Elevation

Residence #79: N Elevation

Unique Features
U

Building Name:
Original Use:
Present Use:
Built:
Dimensions (m):
Room sizes (approx):
Alterations:

Residence (labelled Bldg #80 as per IAND Building Records)
Residence
Residence
1954
9.14 (30 ft) x 6.10(20 ft)
Bedroom, 9x8, 9x13, Living/dining/kitchen 12x18, Bathroom 5x7
none

Notes:
Residence No 80: very similar to residence no. 77. Feature extended front deck that is
probably not salvageable.
This is a rectangular, end gabled dwelling with an off-center door on the west elevation, flanking windows on the
main elevation, and a large picture window. It has two bedrooms, a three-piece bathroom and full kitchen complete
with fridge and propane range. There is a wall mounted propane space heater. The hot water tank has been
removed. The front deck may not be salvageable. This cabin has been jacked up and re-leveled and there is some
minor floor damage.

When the new Trans Canada Highway was constructed, the contractor wished to blast the face
of a near by cliff as a source of rock fill. When contacted, he assured us that it would be a light
blast just to slough the surface rocks down, “no need to worry.” Fortunately, the station was
closed for the winter, while the station was showered with boulders. One, the size of a coffee
table, crashed through the roof of the farthest cabin away (#80), continuing down inside and on
through the floor! It remains under the cabin as proof! The repairs were extensive, including the
water line, which had developed so many spurts it had to be replaced (Shepherd pers comm,
2001)

Fig. 10 - Residence Bldg #80: W Elevation

Residence Bldg #80: S Elevation

Residence #80: E Elevation

Residence #80: N Elevation

Unique Features
U

Building Name:
CPR Kitchen
Original Use:
Kitchen/dining
Present Use:
Storage
Built:
Unknown
Dimensions (m):
6.4 (21 ft) x 14.02 (46 ft) and 3.14 (10.3) x 1.98 (6.5 ft) porch
Room sizes (approx): Kitchen 12x19, Dining 17x19, Porch 5x9, Walk in freezer 5x6,Pantry
7x15, Bathroom
Alterations:
none
Notes:
This building displays vertical board siding, a pronounced eave line, and
a projecting entrance vestibule. It has ten-foot ceilings, linoleum tile throughout and varnished
plywood paneling on interior walls and ceilings. It was a surplus CPR building that was moved to
Castle, probably from Lake Louise in the late ‘60’s or early ‘70’s.
It contains a full commercial style kitchen complete with triple stainless steel sink, hot water tank,
center island (missing countertop), Garland brand, two oven, four burner gas stove, griddle and
deep fryer, exhaust hood, walk in freezer and pantry, bathroom and shower and extensive
cupboard and counter space.
The hot water tank may only serve the kitchen and if there was one for the bathroom it and the
furnace, if there was one, have been removed. The dining area is heated by a wall mounted
propane space heater. The porch roof is damaged.
This would be an excellent building if used as it was originally intended or as a meeting hall, small
community center or clubhouse.

Fig.11 - CPR Kitchen Bldg: E Elevation

CPR Kitchen Bldg: N Elevation

CPR Kitchen Bldg: N Elevation

CPR Kitchen Bldg: E Elevation

Unique Features
U

Building Name:
Original Use:
Present Use:
Built:
Dimensions (m):
Manufacturer:
Model:
Room sizes (approx):
Alterations:

Single wide mobile home
Residence
Residence
Estimate mid to late ‘70’s
4.27 x 20.42 (14 ft x 67 ft)
Neonex Housing Industries
Emporer Z2400 series CSA Cert # 408821
Bedrooms 7x10, 7x10, 10x11
Living/dining 14x20
none

Notes:
Interior finishes are original linoleum/carpet/wood paneling. Kitchen is
galley style with a washer/dryer alcove. Kitchen has a fridge and electric range. Heating is by a
furnace and forced air system. This unit is resting on wooden blocking; there are no wheels
underneath. Exterior sheathing is aluminum siding.
It was originally a Dept of Public Works trailer used as staff accommodation during the first phase
of the TCH twinning and was since moved to Castle Camp for staff accommodation. A bear has
chewed the siding on the right front corner!

Fig. 12 - Single Wide Trailer

Unique Features
Building Name:
Original Use:
Present Use:
Built:
Dimensions (m):
Manufacturer:
Model:
Room size (approx):

Alterations:

Double wide mobile home
Office
Residence
Estimate late ‘70’s or early ‘80’s
8.23 x 12.19 (27 ft x 40 ft)
Unknown
Unknown
Bedrooms, 9x9, 12x10, 10x8, 14x13
Living 17x13
Kitchen 8x12
Unknown

Notes:
This unit was used as the Lake Louise Warden Office until a permanent
facility was built in 1988. Then it was moved to Castle as staff accommodation. It has a four-piece
bathroom, fridge and range and forced air heating. It is resting on timber blocks; there are no
wheels underneath.
The exterior has cedar siding over the original siding. The two exterior doors are steel.

Fig 13. - Double Wide Trailer

Fig. 14 - 1x4 Siding

Fig. 15 - 1x6 with door latch

Outhouses:
No measurements taken.

Fig. 16 - 1x6 siding w/ chrome handle

Auction Day May 10 2003, Auctioneer David Galvin, cabin 77 and laboratory

Auctioning laboratory

Warden Art Laurenson, Auctioneer David Galvin,
assistant Doug

Lot #

Building

Selling Price

1

Residence # 77

$12,000

2

Bunk House # 3

$9,000

3

Laundry/Storage # 7

$2,250

4

Generator Shed # 1

$1150

5

Residence # 78

$9,000

6

Residence # 79

$10,100

7

Residence # 80

$9,500

7A

Shed

$30

8

Bunk House # 4

$10,500

9

Kitchen # 6

$16,000

10

CPR Kitchen

$500

11

Washroom # 67

$3,500

12

Double Wide Trailer

$1,000

13

Singe Wide Trailer

$3,400

Total

$87,930

The auction was a complete success as bidding far exceeded expectations. Even the outhouses were
sold along with other assorted items for an additional $1200. By late September 2003 all buildings had
been removed by their new owners and the majority of reclamation was completed by the late fall for a
cost of $40,800. Additional seeding was completed in 2004. Castle Camp was now scattered across
Alberta and British Columbia, and several buildings had been reassembled at their new homes by the end
of summer 2004. Most of them went to lakeside and other recreational properties while the mobile homes
and the CPR Kitchen became new residences for their owners.

Bunkhouse dismantling, fall 2003

Bunkhouse reassembled in Radium, B.C, March 2004

Cabin 77 Rangers Cabin, 2002

Cabin 77 dismantling, summer 2003

Cabin 77 loading, summer 2003

Cabin 77, loaded and leaving, late summer 2003

Cabin 77 subfloor, somewhere in B.C, 2004

Cabin 77, wall assembly, summer 2004

Cabin 77, wall assembly complete, 2004

Cabin 77 with a new metal roof, fall 2004

Cabin 78, first to be dismantled, summer 2003.

Laboratory, 2002

Laboratory, summer 2003

Appendices
The following are the complete contents of transcribed letters and phone interviews from which
this history is written. Original letters can be found in Banff National Park Warden Archives.

Phone Interview with Robbie Reid 3/12/01
With CFS 30 years
-whitefish in Altrude Creek, out here until October, circling in one big silver circle, 10 ‘’ fish
-Panabode was a new type of tinker toy construction, scientists put them together
mtn pine beetle was a man made problem, why trees dying, why not resisting
-studied tree physiology – growth rings
-tree studies finished by 1970, camp put up for auction, an outfit wanted it but wasn’t allowed to cut any
trees to get buildings out (Reid 2001)
-Forest Insect and Disease Ranger Service not part of camp, Nat Parks AB and BC worked out of there
-had a nursery in back, to spruce up the place with non-native species- poppies, it worked good, each
cabin vied for floral displays
-Copper Mountain, the Rangers went up to the mine, brought artifacts down and put them around the
mess hall
Bob Stevenson – something about a 70 lb anchor in the days of Silver City, found an anvil on a talus
slope and hauled it out
-garbage dump – trash cans behind old kitchen, had a garbage bin, bear proof shed with2x6, big box with
a lid, bears tipped it over to expose cans, staked it down, bears pulled up stakes and tipped it over, finally
went to cement block with a counterweighted door, that worked except for the little wolverine. Mrs. Kittle,
the cook, saw it, the latch was closed and the wolverine sat in front of it working on it until it opened up
and he went in
-cold storage was?
-Health control – had a big cesspool 50 ft from creek, had to be pumped out
-we got there in early May
-Roy Shepherd worked on spruce budworm.
-there were trailers at Silver City, we were housed at the Hwys work camp, about 60 of us. We ate in the
park cookhouse, took the camp over for a year, had to get rid of a drunken cook (Reid 2001)

Phone call with Cultural resource warden Don Mickle and Jack Petty 23/11/01
Jack Petty retired CFS researcher/biologist now at Sylvan Lake 403? 780? 887-8829
-worked for CFS at Eisenhower in 54, 56, 57
-Jack worked on main construction in 1954. May have been started a year or so earlier (our records show
1952) (Petty 2001)
-they had a trailer camp at Silver City before the Eisenhower Camp was built
-initiated because of pine bark beetle and lodgepole needleminer infestation between Eisenhower and
Banff
-expanded into other projects (pathology etc)(Petty)
-project finally became less and CFS office moved from Calgary to Edmonton (about 1970?)(Petty)
-CFS tried to sell buildings but Parks wouldn’t let them remove trees (1970/70 approx) so CFS turned
building over to Parks (probably for $1)
-became fire crew headquarters
Phone call with Howard Gates 2/11/02
1965 – lived there but worked over the hill around Invermere, it was my first assignment (now retired and
doing consulting work)(Gates 2002)
I had the end room of the bunkhouse, woke up to a gorgeous view of Castle (Eisenhower) every morning,
thought I had died and gone to heaven! We were a bunch of single guys, used to play volleyball and
practice archery. (Gates 2002)
Any archery stories out there?

Letter from Rob Reid, Jan 13, 2002 (edited and transcribed from handwritten original)
We knew Dorothy and Ed Carleton well. Dorothy being English had much in common with my wife Betty.
If you see her ask her is she remembers the words to Back to Alaska. When we had had a few drinks she
used to belt that out like a real pro.
There are great many anecdotes we all have re EFS (Eisenhower Forest Station). In those days there
was not the paranoia associated with raising children there is today. At any one time there would be 6-8
pre-school kids around camp, however always under the watchful eye of the mothers. Neither Altrude Ck,
the occasional visit by bears, nor the surrounding wilderness were causes for concern. Caution yes. Such
are the changes in one generation. (Reid 2001)
Re the historical perspective, EFS could probably be considered a monument to the past that is, past
policies of BNP (Banff national Park). I suspect the NP Act has not been altered much since its
enactment, as to purpose goals and management. But certainly, mgt has altered significantly since
enactment, in its application.
A major function of mgt prior to the 1960-70’s(?) was, as today – Protection. However, whereas today that
refers principally to people and their activities, during the previous era, that function was more broadly
interpreted.
The goal then was protection from all influences, which would alter the natural appearance from that
which existed at the time of the parks formation. Dynamics of natural ecosystems were not recognized,
hence intensive (if sometimes ineffective) fire suppression programs.
It is my belief that EFS was allowed (reluctantly) into the Park by park mgt with the belief it might
contribute to their forest protection program. There had been two occurrences, I should say three, where
forest insects were having a visible impact on trees: a mountain pine beetle infestation in 1940-42(?), a
needle miner infestation in the Hillsdale region in the 1950’s, and spruce budworm infestation (1950’s) in
Vermilion Pass, this side of Marble Canyon.
There was no action taken against the spruce budworm outbreak, it remained a research project (Roy
Shepherd). The mountain pinebeetle outbreak was aggressively addressed. Trees (infected) were cut,
piled and burned. The control program (in truth ineffective) was undertaken or rather directed by an
entomologist (Geo Hopping). The work was done by conscientious objectors (there was a war on). The
principal outbreak was, I believe, up Healy Creek, on the SW shoulder of Mt. Bourgeau. I remember in
the early sixties finding tree stumps and some old log decks.
Regarding the needle miner, there was a control/research aerial spray operation in the Hillsdale area
about 1955. Ron Stark was the researcher involved. As to control – ineffective.
Back to my earlier comment re lack of understanding or tolerance of ecosystem dynamics – I believe park
mgt believed EFS was or rather has a potential as an added forest protection facility. In tune with the
times.
It is ironic that that old stations original purpose was to enhance protection from such natural influences
as insects and pathogens has over the past several decades been used to enhance the knowledge base
of natural systems.

Letter from Ron Stark, December 06, 2001 (passed away, April 2002)
Thought of another contact, helped in the construction and stayed on. Interesting career – ended up as
Chairman of Zoology/Entomology at Thunder Bay University. He is Bill Graham 224 – 800 Taledo St.,
Thunder Bay, Ontario. P7A 8A6. He was a pal of Paul Barclay (decd) who was hired specifically for
construction (he had some interaction with Panabode). Paul became an eminent Botanist Professor at
Thunder Bay.
The Calgary lab was established in 1948. There is a CFS article on that. George Hopping was the head. I
was among the first scientists to be hired. In my senior year at Toronto Dave Grey (Forest Biology
Division) came as a recruiter. Among several openings he said they had anew job starting in Calgary in
forest entomology. I volunteered immediately-free trip home! Our class? In Forest Entomology from Prof.
Carl Atwood whose only claim to fame was the father of Margaret Atwood. Trained in Winnipeg where I
met one of our new Insect Rangers “Andy” Anderson- and drove to Calgary in on of our few vehicles –
my wife and Andy’s bride to be.
Only scientists that first summer were Clayton McGuffin, a lepidopteran Taxonomist and John Allan (Al)
Cook – a neophyte like me. I was assigned to work on the lodgepole needle miner in outbreak phase at
that time. Mountain Pine Beetle was almost non-existent in Banff _______________________? I don’t
know what Cook worked on that year.
Laurie and I spent the summer of ’48 an I think ’49 in an unused cabin in Hillsdale Meadow between Banff
and Johnson Canyon. No water or plumbing but electricity. We loved it - no vehicle. George H. used to
drive out once or twice a week a took us shopping (or do it for us). I guess that was the first “Castle” 7.5
eh? We had a small cocker spaniel – one day Dr. J.J. Degrepe? Then head of the Science Service of
Forest Biology visited with Dave Grey. Our corgi nipped J.J> on the ankle – they had parked out of sight
and walked (snuck) up on the cabin. JJ was very gracious and a funny guy – good sense of humor.
That summer ’48 we had a visit from Dr. George Holland (dec), a noted taxonomist. He had his family –
two small children and wife with him. They camped next to our cabin – Laurie was horrified to see him
washing the kids in the waters of our little creek. Offered our washtub with heated water but George
maintained they had to rough it.
Another frequent visitor was Nick Morant, the famous CP (Railway) photographer, and Richard Bird
(Dickie) a bird photographer and ornithologist – he used to give nature lectures at Lake Louise for the
tourists in return for a cell (pardon, a room). In ’49 or later we (the Castle gang) made a contribution to
ornithology. Dickie B. came to camp one day asking for help. He had found the home of a tree nesting
duck (Winnipeg gold eye?) and the eggs had hatched or were hatching. Dick was concerned, the tree
was on the other side of the highway from the beaver pond and he was afraid the ducklings followed
mama in single column and early summer traffic was fairly heavy. Two Rangers and Ernest Mcneil ( an
amputee with a viscous looking hook for one arm) and Andy Anderson they positioned themselves on the
highway to block traffic when the birds came out. As the ducklings dropped out of the tree and lined up
and started over the road. Erni holding up his hook on the Banff side and Andy his Rangers (warden)
badge (looked like a Sherrifs badge and stopped Banff bound traffic. It took the birds quite a while to
cross and soon we heard sirens. Corporal Swigler? Of the RCMP came by and said words to the effect of
“Oh no, not you guys again, do you realize you have traffic backed up to Banff?” He was very reasonable
when he was told about the blessed event. Those tourists who were close enough to witness it (we had
quite a crowd) all told him to cool it, we had made their day! According to Dickie Bird this was the first
filmed record of the actual event, little yellow ping pong balls dropping about 20 ft, bouncing about 3-4 ft
and then lining up in a row, fantastic!
In ’49 or ’50 accommodation was provided for the scientists in a road camp up the road from Hillsdale and
in ’50 we started construction. (I have some pictures I will loan you). (Incidentally, Vidar’s role was one of
the official ground breakers; he borrowed a shovel and one spade full for the foundation. I think that is
one of the ____?)

More later including the saga of the National Film Board film on training Park Wardens. (anyone know
about this story?
Attached to Ron Starks Dec 06 letter
A narrative written by Bill Graham for Paul Barclays memorial service, June 24, 1996. (edited by Art)
The summer of 1954 was spent building Pan Abode cabins. We stayed at the Agricultural Station at Silver
City. The mineshaft was still open at that time and Joe Smith’s Cabin was almost all gone. Silver City in
it’s brief hey day was larger that Banff or Canmore. The silver was salted and a scam. At the station, the
cook was a young Englishman, Davis Leslie, who became a lawyer in Vancouver. Andy Anderson was
there, but his multiple sclerosis was getting bad.
We worked six days a week, but Saturday evening we spent at the Cascade Hotel Lounge. Ron Stark
would do the driving, weaving along the highway, now the 1A, past Johnson Canyon, the Englemann
spruce at the twelve miles point, Hillsdale Flat where the reunion was, past the ‘Hole in the Wall’, then
past Mt. Edith and Mt. Louis, then into Banff. After about twelve beers, we would stagger out of the
Cascade and Paul would yodel into the night sky. (Al Cook, a tee totaller was the designated driver).
The summer of 1955 was spent at the new site along Altrude Creek in the new Pan Abodes. Married
quarters were separate Pan Abode Cabin, housing Ron and Laurie, the Cooks, Robie and the Hensens?
We had the bunkhouse, where Paul had his tonnes of books for his upcoming American Literature course
at UBC. They were Steinbecks ‘Of Mice and Men’ , Hart Crane’s ‘Red Badge of Courage’, and
Hemmingway’s ‘For Whom the Bell Tolls’. Also there were Howard Fast’s ‘Freedom Road’, an account of
freed slaves being denied freedom during the ‘reconstruction’. Also Bill Graham’s favorite, Fraser’s
‘Golden Bough’. Henry Meneken ,the Editor of the ‘American Mercury’ was also quoted and read. And
Joyce’s Ullysses prompted a stream of consciousness writing spree for a while.
In the bunk house also were Dr. Brown, a beetle expert, two student assistants from Ontario/Quebec (one
of whom skied on Copper Mountain) and various rangers, one of whom had shot a black bear with a .22
and donated the carcass to the Indians.
As we were paid $200 a month, no student had a car. We had to depend on rides from the scientists, or
take the train; the stops were Seebe for Barrier Lake Camp, and at Silver City for our site at Castle. We
had to tell the train conductor in Calgary ahead of time to let us off, usually at midnight.
The enchanting trips were over Twin Lakes, Gibbon Pass, Shadow Lake, Whistling Valley, Scarab Lake,
Mummy Lake and down to the fire road pick up spot at 11 p.m. The other wondrous trip was with Norm
Wilkinson to Taylor Lake, again along the fire road where the Trans Canada is now. We started after work
one evening, got to the Lake at sundown, then came down the trial in the dark, feeling our way along by
the soles of our feet. It’s almost as if our soles had eyes.
On all trips Paul would describe and identify the various plants, shrubs and trees as well as detail their
lifestyle and uses such as Labrador Tea, Kinickinic, cinq foil, rhododendrons. Willows, balsam, alpine
larches, limber pine, Douglas fir, Marchantia and a host of lichens and mosses.
Cal and I agreed that those years were seminal, in that with the contact with the scientists, their
approaches, investigative acumen, and knowledge, as well as being in the mountain environment, with
the hiking, mountain climbing, ecology, watching the balance of nature, and the Castle experience
influenced the direction of our lifestyle and choices of work, play and domicile. Paul’s influence was the
strongest due to his persona plus the continuity from the 1950’s to the present.

Letter from Roy and Colleen Shepherd with input from Ron Stark in italics. Dec 17, 2001 (edited
and transcribed for original)
History of Castle Mt. Field Station for Forest Insect Research
1947 The Alberta and Rocky Mt. Parks laboratory foe research into forest insect and diseases started
with a headquarters placed in Calgary under the direction of George R. Hopping. One of the
reasons at the time was a large outbreak of the lodgepole needle miner (Colotechnites starki) which
was occurring in Banff, Yoho and Jasper National Parks. The threat of this previously unknown pest
to the forests was unknown. We followed a biography of a California species which we later proved
to be a different species. A taxonomist, Tom Freeman, first proposed that we pool several different
species based on color variation. We persuaded him that that was not possible so in revenge he
named it after me (Stark)
1948 Ronald W. Stark, a recent forest graduate from the University of Toronto, was the first scientist (the
first at the Calgary lab, other than George Hopping, was M. Clapton McGriffin, a taxonomist. He
had nothing to do with Caslte) to be hired for this new laboratory and began studying the biology
and inter-tree relationships of the needle miner. He and his wife spent the first summer at a cabin at
Hillsdale, 2 or 3 km east of Castle Mt. Junction. They had no vehicle (in 1949 the Sault Ste, Marie
Lab gave us a motorcycle with sidecar, Robbie Reid taught me how to run it. It had a short life
because it had a permanent, constant electric leak-wouldn’t hold a charge) or assistant, so worked
on the life cycle of the insect in the immediate area (The entire summer we searched in vain for
eggs, looking in the wrong place based on the California description)
1949 A tent with a wooden frame and wood stove was set up beside a road maintenance camp at Silver
City. A cookhouse supplied meals for both groups. (by 1950 we had a full bunkhouse) Students
(Roy Shepherd and Ian Campbell) were hired and had a vehicle. This provided a widespread
assessment of the outbreak intensity and further work on the biology of the insect, parasitism, and
differential survival at different locations. Systematic sampling at different locations up and down
the Bow and Yoho Valleys accompanied by dissection of thousands of needles indicated that
needle miner larvae were killed by low winter temperatures which were most severe at valley
bottoms. (Al Cook and Robbie Reid were hired as scientists and instructor in motor cycles. My first
shot almost a disaster – coming off the highway into Hillsdale the machine wouldn’t obey me – we
ran of the road into a ditch, Robbie R bailed out, I rode her down but it stayed upright and stalled.)
1950/51 At this time there was a worldwide debate going on by researchers of animals and insects on the
nature of cycles and outbreaks. One of the schools of thought was that only density-development
mortality factors can control a population; but at Castle Mt, evidence was being collected that indicated
that climate can play a significant role in reducing population densities. This triggered off a widespread
interest in this research and many outstanding scientists became involved. Dr. Ken Graham, forest
entomologist at the University of British Columbia spent two summers advising in the research program
(My (Starks) major professor at UBC for my Ph.D), and Dr. Walter R. Henson was hired to study
specifically the influence of weather on population dynamics of forest insects. (His supervisor was Dr. W.
G. Wellington. He visited in ’51 or ’52 to set up the study. He later collaborated with Walt Henson and me
(Stark) on out climatological analysis).Two temporary buildings were built at the Silver City road camp to
house the influx of scientists and students. Meals were still obtained at the road maintenance camp.
1952-53 Roy F. Shepherd graduated in forestry from the University of British Columbia and was hired as
a scientist to undertake research on the two year cycle spruce budworm (Choristoneura biennis) which
was causing defoliation in mature Engelmann spruce – Sub-alpine fir forests in Banff and Kootenay Park.
(Roy as a student assisted on the needle miner work and taught me (Stark) a lesson or two. We had
looked in vain for eggs in 1948. In 1950 Roy discovered their hiding place. Our species deposited their
eggs inside lodgepole pine needles, which had been excavated by the larvae. It taught me not to follow
the published word strictly and to examine every possibility. Gave me a dose of humility – I was a Ph.D
but obviously not yet a scientist. It led me to question everything and to a new “discovery.” There was a
parasite of the needle miner larvae, which formed a white cocoon in the hole of the mined needle
(usually). Frequently however, the cocoon was formed ½ way down the mined needle. We started rearing
these to adult separated (sp?) from the “normal” ones, the taxonomists decided they were a different
species and named it Agrantelar (sp?) Starkii! The finding of this budworm species precipitated some

panic in the pesticide entomologists (we called them spray jockeys) and a visit from Dr. Henry? Hurtig, a
big name in the chemical control field, he wanted Roy to collect many thousands for testing. He was quite
annoyed when we told him “no way”. They were relatively rare – the task was impossible. The panic was
due to the fact that the eastern species was a chronic and serious forest problem). This research showed
the outbreak pattern was associated with a particular ecological community, and provided the foundation
for later research which utilizes ecological zones to identify susceptibility to outbreaks for many defoliators
in B.C.
A search was made for a better site to build a field station. Roy Shepherd remembered a possible site
beside Altrude Creek where he had fished as a boy on family holidays. All agreed that this was the most
suitable site that we could find in the Bow Valley, and the Banff Park authorities agreed. (I have sent Roy
photographs of the buildings, one dated 1954 shows the shipment of logs). One summer was set aside to
build the field station, 1954. Research was reduced to a minimum and scientists and students laboured
with mallets to pound the necessary buildings made of precut “Pan Abode” logs (talk about a false
economy of labour!). One carpenter was hired for the summer to supervise. The field station consisted of
laboratory, cook house, bunk house, utility building and three cottages for families. A few years later
another cottage was added for a forest insect and disease ranger. Propane was the energy source for
heat, refrigeration and electricity. Much later, when a power line was run between Banff and Lake Louise,
a line was run to the station and the propane generator removed. For the station’s water supply a long
plastic hose was run up Altrude Creek to a small wood head box. As the creeks water rose and fell.
Frequent adjustments to the intake trough had to be made. (My wife took advantage of the good fishing in
Altrude. She didn’t think government employees should buy a license. One evening Ed Carleton [park
warden] dropped in – I told him Laura was fishing – why didn’t he ask to see her license? He had caught
her dead to rights and we all had a good laugh about it. (all but Laura!) I accepted a professorship at
University of California Berkley in the spring of ’59 so events and people --- are after my time.
When the new Trans Canada Highway (which year?)was constructed, the contractor wished to blast the
face of a near by cliff as a source of rock fill. When contacted, he assured us that it would be a light blast
just to slough the surface rocks down, “no need to worry.” Fortunately, the station was closed for the
winter, while the station was showered with boulders. One, the size of a coffee table, crashed through the
roof of the farthest cabin away, continuing down inside and on through the floor! It remains under the
cabin as proof! The repairs were extensive, including the water line, which had developed so many spurts
it had to be replaced.
Another group of researchers was being formed to work on the mountain pine beetle (Dendroctonus
ponderosae) starting with Robert W. Reid. Major outbreaks of this destructive pest had occurred in
Kootenay National Park and to a lesser extent in the other Parks. Reid was joined by Roy Shepherd and
later by Lazlo Safranyik, Malcolm Shrimpton and Stuart Whitney. Castle Mt. Station was the home base in
the summer, but they worked mainly in the Columbia River Valley (Robbie worked on that from the date of
his hiring. He didn’t work on tree resistance, which is still cited as ‘seminal.’)
In 1970 the main office in Calgary was closed and most of the staff were transferred to a newly
constructed facility in Edmonton. Some were moved to other research laboratories in Canada. At this time
the Castle Mt. Field Station was closed and turned over to the National Parks.
Most of these scientists, who were hired as fresh graduates, went on to obtain their Ph.D degrees, often
using their research as a basis for their thesis. Dr. Shepherd and Safranyik remained with CFS and
became world renowned scientists in defoliator and bark beetle research respectively. Dr. Stark became
a professor at the University of California and later Head of the Graduate School at the University of
Idaho. Two other students, Drs. Bill Graham and Paul Barclay became professors at Lakehead
University. Dr Henson left to teach at Yale University and Dr. Ian Campbell became a professor at the
University of Toronto. Al Cook became a professor at Memorial University, St. John, Nfld. Drs. Stark,
Shepherd and Safranyik al received the Founder’s Award for outstanding contributions to Forest
Entomology in Western North America. They are half of all the recipients of this award. (Founder Award –
by our peers in the Western Forest Insect Work Conference. Stark also Gold medal from the

Entomological Society of Canada, Barrington Moore Award – Society of American Foresters “outstanding
contribution to forest protection.”
Throughout the two decades that the Canadian Forest Service operated this research field station, it
became a stimulating center for scientists to discuss and develop new ideas and concepts. As such,
visiting scientists from many countries often spent time with us and contributed to the exciting exchange
between us all. Scientists in other fields, such as Botany, Geology, Forest Ecology, and Archeology, also
came and worked from this station, contributing important knowledge to the National Parks.
Some Personal Tidbits from Colleen Shepherd (came with Dec 17 letter)
Before the Trans Canada Highway was built, travelers driving the two lane highway took second looks as
they saw, to their amazement, three women walking along the road pushing baby buggies, toddlers in
hand, dogs on leashes, in this “wilderness” area (the Field Station’s buildings were invisible)
Visitors to the Research Station included some 2-footed and 4-footed animals, plus birds:
The Boss from Calgary always drove his own car, to check up on his field staff’s research work, while his
wife visited the scientist’s wives. One shared jar of Postum was quickly delivered by the children to the
cabin which was the selected one to visit for the day, because the boss’s wife couldn’t drink coffee or tea;
A.
Elk, bugling in the early fall, and the deer loved the pansies for their salad, which were growing
with T.L.C. in the cabins’ window boxes for the summer
B.
Bears, one of which stood on its hind legs sniffing, with only the screen door barrier between the
bear and my baby girl I was feeding in her high chair. The bear had intended to invite itself in for
lunch until it sniffed the baby food, quickly reversing direction.
C.
The voracious ever-present mosquitoes were not fussy about blood types.
D.
Ground squirrels, chipmunks, whiskey jacks etc were delights to see.
E.
The clear skies allowed the Northern Lights to perform their spectacular show.
(Castle also was the birthplace of a litter of cocker spaniel/English Setter mix. Ed Carleton’s setter ‘Chum’
was a constant visitor and caught the Starks cocker in ‘season’, First treat old Chum had had for many
years!
From Herb Cerezke Dec 2001
I was a student at this field station during the summers of 1958 and 1959 and can give you some
information about the station and its history. I also spent parts of subsequent summers at the station. With
regard to dates (i.e., establishment and closure), these details are somewhat sketchy and I would have to
do some checking at the CFS library to verify. Also, I can come up with some names and further contacts
to help fill in details. I was familiar with most of the early scientists who had active research studies at the
station, and also some of the interesting events that took place.
Phone call with Herb Cerezke 3/12/01
-student at Castle Camp 1958-59
-the initiative to set up the station was outbreaks of mtn pine beetle, needle miner and spruce budworm
-research in forest pathology
-started as a camp at silver city
-George Hopping was in charge of the Calgary lab, did mtn pine beetle control work in BNP 1940-44, the
outbreak continued to Yoho
-the forest biology lab responsible for doing surveys in 4 mtn parks

Walt Henson – phone interview 4/12/01
Walt left EFS in 1955. Was on Yale Faculty in 1968 and Ontario Gov’t Chief of Research Camps and
Forests we were well known, the bug boys are in town
Earliest Panabode installations away from coast
Middle cabin, east side, 3rd row up wiggle in shingles, my fault trying to finish before dark, it was cold
P

P

On Stark – left, went to Berkeley, became a full proffessor, joined faculty at U of Idaho, became Dean of
Graduate Studies of Idaho. Attained a Bachelors in Modern European Languages while Dean
Larry Weir – stayed in Federal Service
Al Cook – I went to his memorial
Norm Wilkinson Forest Insect Ranger, Banff and Jasper, ‘51 and ‘56
Was in the navy, joined Fed Service, married librarian, learned to read, was my walking partner for
awhile, homesteaded in N Sask?
Bill Mulden – cartoonist?
(from Walt Henson)
I started work in Banff the summer of l950. At that time, we were in a bunkhouse in the road camp on the
east side of the river just south of the junction. In the summer of l954, we started to build the field station
in its present location. All of us were very involved with our field research and most of the work on the
new station was done by the crew working evenings and weekends and led by a couple of talented types
loaned to us by the Calgary office.
By early June the site was clear and the PanAbode was delivered. The footings were put down and
leveled on pads since there was very good drainage. The buildings went up fast. The donkey work was
done by the crew and Jack Robbins did the windows, doors, plumbing and electrical work. I left a mark of
my contribution unwittingly. One night I was attempting to finish the east side of the roof of the middle
cabin married quarters. The light failed and the south end of the second to top row has a horrible sag
in it that is probably still there. (It was in l984 at least)
We put in the propane system, the floor furnaces and fridges and shallow dug in the drains. The water
system was just and header box in the Storm Mountain Creek and PVC distribution lines. About 40 feet
of head, worked like a charm. The pits were dug in May of l954 with the ground still frozen and we got rid
of the accumulated slash from the bush clearing thawing the ground so we could dig in the pits. They
were cribbed and roofed with the logs of the trees we had to cut. The tourists reported fires and we had
lots of friendly visits from wardens!
It was a good camp. My wife and I spent the first summer of married life in the middle cabin.
I think you have been in touch with the crew from those days. Roy Shepherd, Al Cook, Robbie Reid, Jack
Robbins, and of course, Ron Stark was the most important.
There was some good work done in the eight seasons I spent in Banff. I am sorry but I do not have a
copy machine and I have only one copy of my bibleography. Not up to going to the corner to make
photocopies for you. But I can in future if you need them. In summary, from my field work in
Banff, I published on
A chironomid in an airborn ice crystal

Chinook winds and Red Belt damage to Lodgepole
Radiation effects on habitat temperature of needle miner
A sampling system for poplar insects
Light reactions of Hyphantria
Winter mortality of Recurvaria
Temperature responses of Grylloblatta
A collection of Grylloblatta
Radiation and habitat temperatures of poplar insects
Leaf rolling of Compsolechia
Elytral pattern distribution in Chrysomela
Secondary dispersive processes and distribution
A method for local temperature extrapolation
Sampling attributes of the negative binomial distribution
Description of insect numbers
I am not sure this list is complete. My records are not fully available and I am depending on my memory.
Our relations with the Wardens and the Headquarters people were cordial and pleasant. I was
particularly fond of Beef and Mac Woodword who were at Castle and then moved to Lake Louise when
the Carletons came to Castle. The University of California person Dorothy mentioned was Ron Stark.
Noel Gardiner at Summit in the Yoho was another Warden who helped me a lot.
Wish I could help more. Castle Eisenhower is very dear to me. Of course, Banff is not as it used to be. I
had an MG TD in the early '50s and the Texans used to kick my tires and laugh at me. Then I would dust
them off when they honked their horns out on the roads. The best section was the five miles south of
Johnson's.
As I say, Banff is not what it used to be.
Each Mountain stands still in its place.
The traffic's an Indy-type race,
My scream of dismay.
At the cost of our stay,
Caused a rockfall on Rundle's east face.

Henson, l984

Walter Robert Henson. PhD Yale, l950.
(from Les Safranyik 12/12/2001)
Castle Camp was built by a number of entomologists working out of the Calgary Lab of CFS in the late
1940s or earlly 1950s. A great deal of early research on the 2-yr cycle budworm, the lodgepole needle
miner and the mountain pine beetle involved work carried out at the Camp. A weather station was
operated at the camp for a number of years . In conjunction with taking weather measurements, certain
floristic events, such as bud burst and flowering times of certain plants, were also recorded. Tom Gray
has already contacted you with the name of one of the builders, Dr Roy F. Shepherd, the other builders I
can recall were Dr. R.(Rob) W Reid and Dr Ron Stark. Rob's address could be obtained through the
Northern Forestry Center. In addition, Dr Herb Cerezke used to work out of the Camp during the early
1960s. Herb could also be contacted through NoFC.

From Robert Stevenson (Dec, 2001)
Jack Robins has past away. Norm Wilkinson and Jack Petty who worked as forest insect rangers. I was
assigned to their function as a forester and traveled with them in the parks from time to time. I stayed at
the Castle camp and even during my graduate work recalled many "good times" with the people at this
nice spot.

Oral History Project, Banff, Yoho and Kootenay NP’s
Excerpts from interview completed during Banff Oral History Project, with Mrs. Dorothy Carleton, July 3,
2001, with long time resident Dorothy Carleton (now 82 yrs old) who was married to warden Ed Carleton
and they lived in the warden residence at Castle Mtn from 1955-1962.
Dorothy Carleton came to Canada in 1948 as a war bride to join her husband Ed Carleton, Banff Park
Warden. When her husband was stationed at Castle Mountain she operated the switchboard which
served as a link between Radium and Banff.
There was an Entemologist Camp around Castle Junction. One of the entemologists was from the
University of California. They studied bugs which infected trees. The entemologists came during the
summer before the transcanada highway was built. Dorothy’s oldest son Michael, often went with the
entomologists when they went out into the field. He learned a lot about insects. The entomologists would
stay out at Castle until October. Dorothy remembers going out to visit them and watching the bull trout
spawn in the river. (re Dorothy’s comment. I imagine that I am the “Californian” that visited. I made the trip
to Canada in the ‘50’s and left from there in 1959, Ron Stark Dec 06, 2001)
When the Carleton family was out at Castle, there was a DPW Camp out where the CPR’s Castle Siding
was.
Hello, Rob:
Castle Camp was built by a number of entomologists working out of the Calgary Lab of CFS in the late
1940s or early 1950s. A great deal of early research on the 2-yr cycle budworm, the lodgepole needle
miner and the mountain pine beetle involved work carried out at the Camp. A weather station was
operated at the camp for a number of years . In conjunction with taking weather measurements, certain
floristic events, such as bud burst and flowering times of certain plants, were also recorded. Tom Gray
has already contacted you with the name of one of the builders, Dr Roy F. Shepherd, the other builders I
can recall were Dr. R.(Rob) W Reid and Dr Ron Stark. Rob's address could be obtained through the
Northern Forestry Centre. In addition, Dr Herb Cerezke used to work out of the Camp during the early
1960s. Herb could also be contacted through NoFC.
Regards,
Les
Research Scientist
Canadian Forest Service
506 W. Burnside Road
Victoria, B.C. V8Z 1M5
Phone: (250) 363-0617

Interview with Don Gorrie Banff Trail Crew Supervisor December 2001
Camp was vacant from ’63 to ’68, it had been tendered for sale but could not cut down trees so couldn’t
be sold or removed
-in the early ‘70’s it was occupied by native fire crews
-the old railway building was brought in by Indian and Northern Affairs in the mid 70’s as a camp kitchen
in the 70’s and 80’s. It hasn’t been used as such since 82 or 83 when the native crews left and Parkd
switched from IAND to Dept of Env. It’s been closed since then but was used on occasion for warden
training schools
-the trail crew program started in BNP in 1977, the native trail crews were integrated in to the program
in 1985 and 1986 the camp was used by archeologists during the highway twinning construction
-this was the beginning of the modern research era, with wardens, trail crew, researchers and Initial
Attack Crew using the Camp
-the trail crew (35 staff) were run by Visitor Services, a downsizing of trail crew and reorganization of BNP
Backcountry Operations (in 1988) saw the trail crew switched over to the Warden Service and some
wardens started to stay out at the camp as well
-the single wide trailer was moved in for the IAC in 89 or 90, and the double wide soon after that
-remembers seeing bug traps left in the trees around the camp and there used to be 3 plywood buildings,
one with louvers, that was a giant bug trap? Or used to store them
-there used to be a cold storage pit with a trap door and a weight, it has since been filled and buried
-Bunkhouse (bldg 7) used to be the kitchen, there was a cold storage bldg behind kitchen
-water pressure came from the generator, it was in the shed that has the concrete floor
-the other cabin (rangers cabin?) was built in 1954 as a superintendents cabin (forsesty supt?)
-the building we used as a kitchen used to be the lab (bldg 8)
The main front recreation room used to house a pool table. There is some minor damage to the walls
(initials etc).Marten Many Bears Siksika Crew Mat 7, 1992
Emery Grier 1979, Martin Davey August 10, 1987, Nadine Grey Eyes August 13, 1981. NTC (Native Trail
Crew), Terri Grey Eyes
Ron Stark – abbreviated personal history
Born December 4, 1922 in Calgary AB, Canadian Army 1942-44 married 1944 to Mary Laurita McMann,
children Debi Jeanne Mar 25 1956, David Ronald Nov 21 1958. Emigrated to USA 1959, naturalized
1966
BSc Forestry U of T Ontario
MA Zoology U of T
Ph.D. Forest Entomology UBC
Plus others
48-59 Research Scientist, Canada Dept of Agriculture, Division of Forest Biology
59-70 U of California as professor and chairman Dept of Entomology and Parasitology
70-84 Graduate Dean, forestry professor U of Idaho
77-84 USDA program manager various
84 - consultant
(Paraphased from citation for the SAF Barrington Moore Award Oct 1983)
numerous honors and awards for general forest entemology, ecology and population dynamics, forestry
education and various forestry related disciplines
His individual and interdisciplinary contributions in forest insect sampling and modeling, impact, control
mechanisms and techniques, climatology, relationship of insects with tree stress and population dynamics
contributed to the study of forest pests, integrated pest management and integrated forest protection.
Several research contributions worthy of note: (were these as a result of living/working at Castle?)

Sequential sampling- was one of the first to apply this to forest entomology, technique still in use today in
making pest control decisions. (Sequential Sampling of the lodgepole needle miner. Forestry Chronicle
28(2): 57-60
Colaboration in bark beetle sampling
One of the first to use x-rays for detection of seed and cone insects
Climatological investigations of lodgepole needle miner in Canadas Rocky Mtns demonstrated they were
a rare event and not an important problem to forest management (with W.R. Henson and W.G.
Wellington, Effects of the weather of the coldest month on winter mortality of the lodgepole needle miner
in Banff National Park. Can Entomol. 86(1): 13-19
Numerous other articles on needle miner and population sampling

Phone Interview with Emile Gautreau, December 14, 2002
-was at EFS, was a technician in 60, 61 and a Biology Ranger in 62, had his own district, ended up going
to the NWT as a biology ranger, and survived a plane crash in which another ranger died, it was a tough
and sad experience (what happened, who was your friend who died, how did you survive, what about the
rescue operation)
-living at Castle changed my life, I am 68 years old now and (teach/practice?) native spirituality. I got a lot
of my feelings and understandings about spirituality from my time in the forests at Castle. (Tell me more
about this, about how your career and philosophy evolved, what it meant to you and how it is shaping
your life today. Are you of first nations descent? What challenges did you face in your career path?)
-Jack Petty was the Biology Ranger there
-as a technician Emile worked with Roy Shepherd doing phenology plots and growth plots, Emile’s job
was to go out at 0400, climb a tree and take needles from different parts of the tree, there were bears all
over the place, the scientists sure didn’t go down there! At 0500 he came back to EFS to measure the
moisture in the needles, then went for breakfast at 0800 (what other work did you do?)
-good friends with Ed and Dorothy Carleton
-At EFS the married scientists got the cabins, single scientists the bunkhouse and the technicians lived in
small house trailers, John Watson and his with Ingrid lived the trailer next door, one day Ingrid went up to
her favorite spot on the hill above camp to sunbathe in the nude. While she was lying there a bear came
by, she woke up suddenly and ran back naked back to camp, we teased her about being ‘Lady Godiva!’
(do you know where John and Ingrid can be contacted?)
-Mrs Kittle was the cook, she had a dog called “Buttons”, it ran into a porcupine on Storm Mtn. We had to
put the dog in a car and go all the way to Calgary to see a vet. (What was Mrs Kittle like, what was your
/her favorite or best recipe? Who supplied the camp with groceries?were there other camp staff there who
were not scientists or technicians?)
-on the weekends we went to the movies in Banff and every Sunday a group of us would go for a hike to
Lake Louise, Shadow, Moraine or somewhere.(What was the hit movies in those days?)
-Emile used to go for a walk every night and did a lot of exploring by himself. He hiked right over Copper
Mtn to Shadow Lake (how far is that?) He spent a lot of time exploring for the old mines and logging
camps. He found the old Silver City Copper mine in 1962 that he and Ed Carleton had gone looking for.
There were two mines, one about 40 ft and the other about 20 ft deep. There was a cabin there, it had a
sod roof, a broad axe on the table and spruce boughs for comfort on the bed. He found a newspaper
under the bed in perfect condition, it was the New York Times from August 1884, in perfect condition. The
headline was about a proposal to build a project that was going to be called the ‘Statue of Liberty’.
Outside the cabin there were tools, axes and picks, all left behind because the miners had left in a hurry
to go to the Yukon gold rush.
-Emile reported all his findings to Eileen (Elaine?) Hamerling, a parks interp/naturalist, and he gave a lot
of what he had collected. He came back to Banff some time ago and tried to find it again but nobody in
Parks had any record of it. (What happened to it all?)
-to find the mine he followed an old trail from the Silver City monument that went up a sort of valley from
Smith Lake, he followed the old blazes. It was a big thing (finding the mine) about 200 ft up from the
highway (the 1A or the Trans Canada? Was the TCH built then?), he followed old survey lines down to
Silver City. To get to the mine go east towards Banff and past Smith Lake about 200 yds to a gravel pit,
then its about 200-300 ft up from the main highway to the mine site and cabin, he found it in 1961,

remembers seeing charcoal pits (what were they for?) there.(The present Silver City monument is on the
1A highway on the north side of the Bow River,was there a different one because all the directions seem
to indicate the mine is on Copper Mountain on the south side of the river?) (you said you could see the
site from the old Silver City so that would be looking south across the river the Copper Mtn?)
-he also found a logging camp, about a mile up Altrude Creek, there are a lot of old roads up there and
camps. He found one building still standing, there was a beautiful to man cross cut saw there
-back at EFS there was a lot of bears, lots of problems with then trying to get into the garbage, he met
one coming around the corner of the garbage shed one day, what a surprise! Later on it got so bad they
started taking their garbage to Johnson Canyon (was there a can or bottle dump anywhere at the forestry
station, if so where was it?)
-Dorothy Carleton and Evelyn (Emile’s wife) were walking the dog (whose dog? Name?) when it chased a
black bear away and then it’s cub up a tree, then the sow came running back, (then what happened?)
Peg Robbins lives in Chase, BC, she was the wife of Jack Robbins (deceased) who built castle (was he
the carpenter hired to supervise the project? What was Jack like?)
-Emile was camping in Waterton with his kids (ages,names?) in a lean-to when he heard a noise and
woke up to a grizzly with its head over his feet and right inside the lean-to. He shouted but then the bear
found a knapsack, the kids were still asleep, he didn’t know what to do. Then he remembered his
hankerchief (bandana?) and put it in the ground with some branches and set it in fire, the smoke went into
the bears face and it went round and round growling, then the kids woke up. He burned the whole lean-to
while packing the kids up, then the bear took off.
Email from George Lucuik Jan 13/03
Dear Art:
Thanks for including me in your Eisenhower memoirs. Its been a long time,however, I will try and give
you some of my memories of that great place.
After applying and receiving a technical position with the Dept.of Forestry in Calgary, (spring 1961), I was
immediately shipped off to the field station at Mt. Eisenhower. I thought I had died and gone to heaven.
How could anyone possibly get a job in such beautiful surroundings and still get paid for it. Nestled in the
mountains among lodgepole pines, with a stream running through it, made it an enviable position for
anyone who enjoyed the outdoors as much as I did. Every morning you would awaken to the aroma of
the pines, the view of Mt. Esenhower to the north, Storm mountain to the northwest, usually with clouds
encircling the top( they told me that's how it got it's name), and Copper mountain to the east. The stream
that ran through premises not only provided our water supply (via an ingenius setup of a holding tank
about a hundred yards upstream and waterline all the way back to the camp), but also had some of the
finest trout fishing in the area, and it was all ours as few people ventured past the "PRIVATE
PROPERTY" signs located around the field station (Lucuik 2003).
The field season always started the first week of May and ended the last week of Sept. There was
usually snow on the ground when we arrived and when we left. On one such closing, we were on our
way back to the field station from retrieving all of the weather data equipment from an area around
Golden, B. C., when we ran into a blizzard that would normally have closed any highway today. Visibility
was no more than a hundred feet in front of us without as much as a track to follow. We had about five
miles left, slowly making our way down the mountain, when we noticed another vehicle following right
behind us. This vehicle stayed on our tail until we drove into the field station. He got out of his vehicle
and asked wether we were in Banff. We apologized and informed him he still had another 20 miles to
go, so off he went again. I hope he made it. The next day it cleared, we closed up camp and returned to
Calgary.

Research was conducted in and around the field station and sometimes in some quite remote areas.
One such location was Coyote Creek. From Golden, we travelled south for about a half hour and then
turned unto a logging road which wound its way into the mountains for about another 10 miles. This was
a one lane, no guard rails, no signs road, which made it's way around the mountain. Where the drop-off
over the edge was excessive, they would lay one or two logs end to end. This was supposed to stop you
from going over the edge. Fortunately, we never had to test the system or my career may have come to
a sudden end. As we proceeded along this road, one had to watch very carefully for signs of dust ahead
of us. This meant a logging truck was coming, and you didn't argue with them as they owned the road
and were obviously bigger, so we would hurry to the nearest pull-off area which were spaced about a half
mile apart, then waited for the truck to pass. We were lucky in never having to back down that mountain.
Finally, we came to a another narrower road and continued for another couple of miles until we came to a
small clearing and the end of the road. We all stayed in tents. The "dining hall" was a small trailer with a
large window looking out into the small clearing. Just about every morning, as we had breakfast, there
would be one or two deer come and visit. We carried out our studies for one week and then returned to
the field station.
I met my wife, Lil, in Calgary in the fall of 1960 and in July of 1962 we were married and spent our first
few weeks at the field station. As she enjoyed the outdoors as much as myself, this was a perfect spot to
start our life together. We hiked many of the trails around the area and spent a lot of time fishing for trout
in our "private" stream. On one of these outings, my wife had accompanied me and was sitting back
relaxing while I cast for cut-throat trout. After a short time, there was a tap on my shoulder, and without
making a sound, she pointed across the stream and no more than a few hundred feet from us was a
black bear and her cub. Being cautious, we made a quiet retreat back to the camp. Bear were quite
common in the area along with elk, mountain goats and bighorn sheep. Fishing was usually good and it
was a rare occasion not to catch any trout. Also, with the water being so cold, the meat was always firm
and delicious.
My immediate supervisor was Robby Ried, an entomologist with the department. He was not only a
brilliant scientist but a joy to work with. He allowed me to express my own thoughts and develop my own
ideas within the work environment. Our working relationship was second to none. As a result of his
guidance, I terminated my position in August of 1962 and took on studies to gain a Bachelor of Science
degree at the University of British Columbia. He also had a lighter side and on one occassion, when my
first son Brant was born, we decided to throw a bit of a celebration in my sons honor. As I recall it, there
wasn't a great deal of alchohol around, and, after we (Robby Ried, Herb Czereski, John Watson and
myself) had consumed what there was, and we were all in good spirits at this point, we decided to tackle
several bottles of sake which I had made the previous year. This stuff could only be taken after one's
taste buds were slightly dulled. Whatever possessed me to hold onto this sake was beyond me, but the
reason was soon to become apparent. That's when things really got moving. Robby started it with a
toast to Brant followed by flinging his glass into the corner of the rec room, just like you see it in the
movies, only this time it was really. We were quick to follow suit. And there were many toasts. Before
long there was a small mound of broken glass in the corner. Fortuneatly for us, Herb tended to be a bit
more conservative as he would take any and all empty bottles and drop them out of the window into the
snow bank for he knew in which corner they would likely end up. The celebration ended with the last drop
of sake being consumed and the final glasses added to the heap in the corner. It was a great party.
The staff and working environment at the field station were unbelievable. There was never any anger.
Everyone worked together and helped one another. There was no such thing as overtime. You worked till
the job was done and enjoyed every minute of it. We laughed a lot and enjoyed life to the fullest. It was
certainly one of the best times of my life and I thank God for that.
We drive past there every few years on our way to Vancouver to visit our daughter Marile, and even
though I've been down that highway probably a hundred times or more over the years, I still marvel at the
beauty and splendor the mountains. We sometimes stop at the campgrounds or somewhere nearby and

reminisce about our time there. I only spent two seasons at that field station but am honored to have
been given the privilege to do so. My life certainly was better for it.
Footnote:
Art...please feel free to edit this in any manner you feel is necessary. Please spell check as my computer
doesn't have that capability. I hope this is okay and I must apologize about the pictures I thought we had
but it was pictures of Black Stugeon Lake field station off Lake Nipigon that I was thinking about. We
spent 10 summers there.
From: <Art.Laurenson@pc.gc.ca>
To: "george lucuik" <lucuik@sympatico.ca>
Sent: Thursday, January 16, 2003 1:32 PM
Subject: Re: Eisenhower Camp
Hello Art:
Personal history:
I (George Luciuk) was born and raised in Porcupine Plain, Sask., a small northern community of about
500 people at that time. Although we had lived a few years in town, the majority of my time was spent on
the farm. Milking cows, feeding chickens, raising pigs and doing some horseback riding...the whole
gauntlet. Entertainment was mainly fishing, hunting or hiking in the area. Evenings were never dull either
as I had two brothers and three sisters, so card playing, such as whist or canasta, was always
entertaining. I loved school and looked forward to each and every day. Even exams. I always seemed
to have great teachers and I am sure part of who I am was a result of their teaching. My brother Ted and
I started working for my dad when I was fourteen. Hauling lumber and later barrels of fuel for the farmers.
When I was fifteen, I also worked part time for my uncle Metro in a meat market until I left home. Sports
was one area that I participated a lot. In track and field, I excelled in long distance running, breaking the
5 minute mile, which at that time was a record for NE Saskatchewan. Baseball in the summer and
hockey and curling in the winter. There wasn't much else to do and we worked hard at it. I remember
hockey practices were never cancelled unless the temperature dropped below minus 20F. They made
them tough in those days. I continued to play recreational ball and hockey until I was nearly 50. At
present, my hobby is prospecting. No "mother lode" yet, but I'm sure it's just around the corner. I spend
about 90% of my time researching and 10% in the field. Lil comes with me on occassion if the going isn't
to rough. We look primarily for gold, but diamonds, platinum and rare earths are also included. I guess
you can see by now that I enjoy the outdoors and why a career in forestry was certainly a good choice for
me. (Luciuk 2003)
Art, I hope this is okay. Lil doesn't feel she can add much as she only spent a month at the field station.
We will be going to Thunder Bay next week for two months so, if there are any questions that need
answering after that phone and leave a message.
Thanks, George

The Mystery Village
The year was 1965. I was making my living guiding horse trips in Banff National Park. I had a trip booked
in the Egypt Lake area to pack supplies for a Boy Scout hiking trip from Sunshine to Egypt Lake and
eventually over Gibbon Pass back to Eisenhower Junction. I rode and had four pack horses to bring along
food and camping supplies for the troop.
We went over Red Earth Pass to Egypt Lake. We spent a couple of more days camping and going over
Whistling Pass to Haiduk and Shadow Lakes. The last day was over Gibbon Pass to Eisenhower Junction
where I was to meet a truck and horse trailer to go back to Lake Louise. I had not been over this trail
before and on the last day I rode the long descent from Gibbon Pass to the Highway. The Boy Scouts
went on ahead while I packed up the horses.
I was riding through the heavy forest getting closer to the noise of the highway. I suddenly came out of
the trees into a Village. I wondered where in the heck I was. There were clothes hanging on lines and
people moving around this village of log houses. I seem to remember swing sets and the laughter of
children. I rode by a large cook-house and the smell of baking bread making me hungry. I thought that I
was lost but looked up at the face of Mount Eisenhower (now Castle Mountain) and new that I was where
I should be! I gave my head a shake and rode to the highway where the truck and trailer were waiting.
I had driven between Banff and Lake Louise many times and didn’t realize that this Village was located
just off the highway in the pine forest. I asked the Wardens in Lake Louise about the Village and they told
me it was a “Bug-Camp” for the Forest Service.
It still remained a Mystery Village to me for many years.
Don Mickle
Warden Service
December 2002

Email from Karsten Heuer 2003
I didn't set any speed records for response time, but here are a few paragraphs about what life out at
Castle Camp meant to me.
What I remember best about the place is the smell. Every time I swung open the door to whichever cabin
I was staying in, the sweet, almost medicinal smell of cedar was what overwhelmed the senses. After
work, after a climb, after a multi-day river trip, after a night on the town - nothing compared to that natural,
fresh woody smell. Like clean sheets dried in the sun.
The other strong memory of the place was water - the sound of Altrude Creek running over its cobbled
bed 100 metres through the trees, and the patter of rain on the wood-shingled roof. And the light. It was
a dark, northfacing location for a camp, but when the sun did hit it was magic - shafts of tree-filtered light
which sent scarves of mist rising up from the forest floor. Frame that scene through the pane of a 50's
picture window (complete with wood crossbeams) and you begin to understand the aesthetics of the
place that brought pleasure to so many of its occupants.
It's true that the collection of trail crew workers, research staff, and wardens had their share of parties at
the place, and it's true that there was some drunkeness, debauchery, and a few illicit substances that
saw the light of the stars in those times, but somehow the parties never really got too rowdy. They
couldn't. Everybody knew each other too well, was aware of the wild inhabitants that surrounded the
place, and, perhaps most of all, were respectful of giving Don Gorrie (the camp's manager) the peace that
everyone knew he valued so much.

We all valued that peace, and perhaps that is the quality that made Castle so attractive to everyone that
lived there. It was hidden in a quiet fold of a not-so-quiet valley, was far enough from the town of
Banff to make going for a drink or a movie more of a hassle than a pleasure, and with its setting of tall
pines and needle-carpeted forest floor, encouraged a balanced, well paced life. People read more than
they partied, engaged in meaningful conversation more than they watched TV, and opted for a hike,
climb, or paddle whenever they could get time away from work.
I had two favourite evening walks from camp: the tourist trail to Smith Lake, and a bushwhack up into the
canyon of Altrude Creek. There were wetlands on the way to Smith Lake where one could watch the
growth of tadpoles into wood frogs during the course of a summer, and reeds around the lake itself that,
like the aspens that led up the canyon behind it, tracked the seasons with their shifts in colour. One year
I went to that lake once a week for seven straight weeks and came away with a set of photographs so
beautiful that no one believed they were from a place that many considered to be a dark, shadowy place.
And on my many forays up Altrude Creek, I encountered everything from grizzly rub trees and moose
calves to a pack of wolves.
One of the things I liked to do best at Castle was to push the season - to stay long after everybody (but
Don Gorrie) had left in the fall. Life became even more simple in those times: water had to be hauled
when the lines froze, sessions in the outhouse replaced the convenience of flush toilets, sweaters and
toques were donned in addition to pyjamas, and sponge baths heated over the propane range substituted
having a shower. The rewards far outweighed the inconveniences. Elk moved through the camp at that
time of year. Exhilarating skates were to be had on the flawless skin of ice over Smith Lake. And if one
pushed the season a little too far, there was the unique experience of packing out furniture on skis
instead of in the trunk of the car.
Perhaps more than anything, it was the seasonality of the place that made it so special. All of us knew
we could never own our cabins or even live in them year round, and so we appreciated the experience in
the way that one appreciates anything that is limited or temporary. We absorbed the conversations,
peaceful evenings, and convenient hikes with a hunger. And when it inevitably did come time to move,
there seemed to be a tradition to it all, a seasonal rhythm that was as natural as the arrival of fall or
spring. One by one people would pack their small cluster of possessions into their rusty cars and trucks,
have a last meal together, and then move on, always talking about returning the next spring. There was a
kind of nomadism to it all, a freedom, and leaving always seemed more of a cycle than an end. But now it
seems the cycle really is at an end and the only words I can muster to describe how I feel about it are
words like loss, sorrow, and regret. More than a camp will be removed when it comes time to take the
buildings away from Altrude Creek. Castle Camp provided an aesthetic and spirited type of
accommodation for seasonal workers in Banff National Park, one that I'm sure will be impossible to
replace.
Karsten Heuer
Camp resident in 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, and 2000 while conducting wildlife research and working as a
backcountry and frontcountry park warden.

Letter from Emile Gautreau Jan 2 2003
Although 43 years has flown but my memories of the Eisenhower Field Station days are like yesterday.
Indeed those were very happy years (1960-61) for me and my wife Evalyn.
Personal History
I was born in a small coal-mining town (Name?) in New Brunswick 26 Nov ’34. My parents had 10
children and I was no. 2. Times were tough in those days and we all had to help our father in raising the
family. From the time I was 9 years old or maybe younger I would go snaring rabbits in the wintertime. In
the spring of the year went fishing for trout, eels, perch, bass and gaspereace(?). At age 16 I started

hunting for deer and shot my first buck-4 points. I learned my hunting techniques from hunting partridge
and squirrels with a sling shot at a very early age. I loved the forest for all its beauty. It was my outdoor
classroom and Mother Nature was my book.
My love for the forest came from my mother who was aboriginal. My father was an Acadian with
aboriginal ancestry. Thus I am a product of this great land dating back thousands of years. I consider
myself truly Canadian.
At age 16 after completing grade 10 with very good marks I had to quit school and work in the coalmines
with my father. That was an education in itself. I worked there six days a week for $15 per week until I
was 18. Brother no. 3 was 16, took my place and I joined the RCAF for 5 years. This was a good move
for me but not for my brother who had to take my place. To help with the family I sent ¼ of my pay to my
mother for 5 years.
The RCAF gave me an opportunity to travel and meet people from other parts of Canada. It also
encouraged me to increase my education. I enrolled in a Forestry Correspondence Course through the
Dept of National Defense in Ottawa and thoroughly enjoyed it. Forestry became my goal.
In 1958 I took my discharge and with my wife Evalyn who encouraged me to try my luck in the west, we
decided to ‘hitch-hike’ to Edmonton, Alberta. This was a land of new opportunities and Edmonton was the
headquarters of the Alberta Forest Service. We left Fredericton NB April 6, 1958 and arrived in Edmonton
7 days later. When we reached Calgary we could see the mountains. They were so beautiful we were
tempted to stop. They were like a magnet drawing us. Fortunately as we were standing at the crossroads
between Edmonton and Calgary a car stopped and asked how far we were going. We said Edmonton,
”Hop in, that’s where I am heading and I need some company” He was a salesman and knew Edmonton
well. He dropped us off at a small hotel on jasper Ave near the Parliament Bldg saying this is the best
area of town. The Dept of Natural Resources was two blocks away.
We had no contacts in the west – less than $100 in our pocket. Now we were on our own. Fortunately
Evalyn got a job in a dress shop and a few weeks later I got a job doing construction with the Dept of
Public Works at the Parliament Building.
Unfortunately Forestry was out of my reach with the Dept of Natural Resources. As the Deputy Minister
told me after seeing him several times “I admire your perseverance but you are wasting your time coming
here. We have hundreds of applications for employment. Unless you know someone in the Forest Service
who you have worked for there is nothing I can do.” I left there dejected and immediately enrolled in a
correspondence course with the Institute of Forestry Science and Technology in Ontario. I continued
working with the Dept of Public Works for they gave me a full time job. In Jan 1960 my neighbor, who
worked at manpower, showed me a competition for an Assistant Forest Research Technician at the
Federal Forest Biology Lab in Calgary. The pay was $2760 a year-about $53 per week. This was much
less than half of what I was making with the Prov Dept of Public Works. When I showed the competition to
Evalyn it wasn’t a difficult decision to make. I sent in the application and two weeks later I was called for
an interview. I remember jack Robins and George Hopping were on the selection committee. The
interview went well and I was offered employment beginning 15 Feb 1960 at the Forest Biology Lab in
Calgary.
Experience at Eisenhower Field Station
On arrival at Calgary I was assigned to work as a technician with Roy Shepherd who was working on the
mountain pine beetle project. After two months of working and training at the Calgary Laboratory my wife
and I moved to Eisenhower Field Station. This was the first week of May 1960. Our living quarters was a
small 15-foot trailer parked across the road way from the bunkhouse. This trailer hadn’t been used in a
couple of years, was very old, and in rough shape. Evalyn didn’t complain. She immediately started
cleaning it up, made drapes for the windows, put in a few decorations. In no time she had it looking like a
little dollhouse. In the evening I built a small porch for storage and attached it to the trailer. We had no
fridge; a small propane stove for heat and cooking and believe it or not a very small toilet. No shower.

Evalyn was given permission to use the staff shower room in the bunkhouse during working hours. This
was to be our home for 6 months. Free rent!
Eisenhower Field Station was a dream come true. Such beauty with Storm Mountain, Copper Mountain
and Castle Mountain (Eisenhower) surrounding us. A perfect location for a field station. Altrude Creek
flowed behind the cabins and hiking trails led from here to Storm Mountain, Lake Eddie (where is that?)
Smith Lake and Boom Lake. Not far away were trails to Eisenhower (Now Rock) Lake, Taylor Lake,
Moraine Lake, you could even walk from Boom Lake to Lake Louise. The Bow River was less than ½ mile
away. What more could you ask for. We didn’t have a vehicle but that great, there was no need. The staff
vehicle would take us to Banff once a week for grocery shopping.
The first few days there we were alone as the other staff hadn’t arrived as yet. My job was to clean the
bunkhouse, kitchen and laboratory, making it ready for occupation. One day Evalyn and I took a walk up
the trail towards Storm Mountain. It was just getting dark as we were returning towards camp when we
heard a strange animal sound coming from the direction of the camp water supply. We stopped and
listened. At first I thought it must be an animal in great pain or a mountain lion in heat and it wasn’t too far
way, heading towards us. We were getting very nervous and didn’t dare move. I had a strong walking
stick for protection and we waited as the sound got closer and closer. All of a sudden I noted words like
“Rosemarie I love you”! We looked in amazement when we saw a young man walk onto the trial in front of
us. We introduced ourselves. The young mans name was Herbert Cerezke, who was trying out his
singing voice. He loved opera. This incident was the beginning of a long friendship that continues to this
day.
Working with Roy Shepherd who was a few years older than I was a pleasure. He expected a lot from his
technician, was an excellent supervisor and teacher. I had no training in Forest Entomology. Actually I
knew very little about those six-legged creatures except what Mother Nature had taught me. Through
Roy’s guidance it wasn’t long before I was seen running around camp chasing butterflies with a net! Roy
taught me how to mount insects and soon I had my own insect collection. Even Evalyn had a colony of
ants in our porch that she took a keen interest in. However she had failed to get the queen and had
included a few ants from another colony. There was a lot of fighting going on and very little work. After a
couple of weeks she gave them their freedom to fend for themselves. I found Roy’s bark beetle project
fascinating. I spent weeks in a large cheesecloth structure surrounding several lodgepole pine trees
observing these beetles that Roy had released in the cage. My job was to watch them and record how
long it took them to start boring into the bark where they would commence creating galleries and laying
eggs. They were usually unsuccessful in a healthy tree because the force of the pitch would eventually
deter them. Herbert Cerezke taught me about the root collar weevil (Hylobus warrenii-sp?) – his research
project. Bob Stevenson was interested in the terminal weevil (Pissodes terminalis). Al Cook was doing
drought studies and its effect on bark beetles. I was slowly becoming a forest entomologist. My eyes were
opening up and I could see things that I had never seen before. Soon the little things of Mother Earth
became as important as the big ones.
As there were many research projects going on by visiting scientists every day was a new beginning.
Another page opening in Mother Natures book. The phenology plots gave me an opportunity to see more
of Banff Park. One weekly trip was to hike up one side of Sulphur Mountain taking measurements of pine
branch growth every 100 feet in selected trees.
Another phenology plot was near the Johnson Canyon open garbage dump. I would go there every Friday
morning at 4am, before sunrise, climb a 50-ft lodgepole pine and collect needles at different intervals.
These I placed in plastic bags. On my return to the Field Station I would measure and weigh them. Now
that was the easy part. The trail leading to the phenology plot was another matter. It had been made and
used by many different animals. Elk and bears I suspected. I had to walk approximately ¼ mile from
where I parked my vehicle. I imagine at 4 am, very dark, lots of strange noises and the garbage dump not
too far away, lots of thoughts went through my head, I found it difficult to relax and enjoy the experience
until I was back in the vehicle.

Another project was the weather station at the Field Station. This was forest climatologist John Powell’s
project. We took readings 7 days a week. Twice a day about 8 am and 5 pm. The purpose of the weather
station was two fold. It assisted the research scientists with the phenology project and also provided
valuable data to the weather office.
The lodgepole needle miner (Evagora starkii-sp?) taught me a lot about leaf mining insects. Once again
this opened up another avenue to perk my interest. Mother Nature was fascinating. Imagine insects so
small you could hardly see them with the naked eye. Sometimes there were so many miners on a tree
that the colour of needles changed from green to red. This is when I got introduced to the ‘third eye’ a
small 10 power hand lens. Wherever I went I had it hanging around my neck. Forty years later I still carry
my trusty hand lens.
One day Norm Wilkinson and Jack Petty, both biology rangers, came to Eisenhower to do some
sequential sampling on the needle miner. From them I learned how infestations were rated, light,
moderate, severe. They also showed me other defoliating insects, forest tent caterpillar, spruce budworm,
yellow headed spruce sawfly, serpentine leaf miner. Wow I though these two guys have a fascinating job.
Wish I could be like them.
Norm Wilkinson told me he had been a Biology Ranger at Castle Field Station during the early years. Hen
mentioned one incident that was of great interest to me. One day when Norm was at the field station and
American entomologist was there. He told Norm he was looking for a prehistoric insect called Gorilla blata
(sp?). This insect lived in the old stumps and he suspected there would be some in the area. After
showing Norm what to look for it wasn’t long before Norm returned with several of these insects. The
American was astounded that Norm found it so fast. Norm shrugged is shoulders and said it as a forest
biology ranger that was just part of our every day job. Norm was a god carpenter just like Jack Robins.
Both of them were responsible for building the Castle Field Station.
The hikes Evalyn and I took around camp and Altrude Creek revealed signs of old logging trails. Evalyn
and I would follow these trails that led up toward Storm Mountain. Sometimes we would find traces of old
cabins which was exciting. One day I found a log cabin still standing. It was probably built in the early
1900’s. Inside was a long two man saw with handles on both ends in excellent shape. I debated whether
to take it and decided against it. I did find a small silver spoon as a souvenir. The purpose of the logging
operation was to supply timber for the railroad and telegraph poles. On later hikes I found logging trails on
the slopes of Copper and Castle Mountain.
The warden at Castle Mountain, Ed Carleton, was a frequent visitor to the Field Station, along with his
wife Dorothy and their son Michael. Ed told me a lot about the history of the area. Logging operations,
Silver City, and copper discoveries on Copper Mountain. He mentioned he had found old diggings on
Copper Mountain but nothing significant. He had heard there had been a mine but he couldn’t find it. This
peaked my interest so rather than following old logging trials I decided to look for old tree blazes on
Copper Mountain – old survey lines.
The 1960 field season was coming to a close. It was mid October and snow was in the air. The elk were
bugling and the moose had finished with their mating. It was time for us to pack up our belongings and
return to Calgary.
As a technician my winter was spent sorting through data that had been collected during the summer. It
was time for Roy Shepherd and the other scientists to submit progress reports to Ottawa on their findings.
I found the work challenging and interesting. What a great job I had! Too bad the pay was so poor. Living
on $50 a week barely paid the rent and groceries. Buying a car was out of the question. When spring
arrived Evalyn and I gave up our apartment and moved back to Eisenhower. We arrived there the first
week of May with still a little snow on the ground. It was great being back.
My thoughts returned to finding the long lost copper mine. As soon as the snow had left Copper Mountain
we starred searching by following old blazes that took us right to tree line. We found some old diggings,
probably the ones Ed Carleton had talked about. No signs of a working mine.

On our return to the Field Station I studied the map and the direction the blazes were coming from. I
realized they all pointed to Silver City. Suddenly I realized that the mine might not be at the top of Copper
Mountain but on the lower slopes. A few days later I decided to walk over to Smith Lake and follow the
edge of the Trans Canada Highway towards Banff. I walked about ¼ mile past Smith Lake when I saw
what appeared to be a small opening, possible a cave about 200-500 feet up the slope. I took a compass
bearing and headed upslope. After about 45 minutes I discovered a scree slope made up of old stones
that had been broken. Further up the slope was an old wooden platform. Axes, shovels and picks were
scattered everywhere. Nearby were two mine shafts going straight in, one about 30 ft and the other about
10-15 ft. I could see from the copper vein it wasn’t worth mining. Not far away was a small bunkhouse still
intact with a sod roof. The door was still closed and on opening it I saw a table with a beautiful broad axe
lying on it. On the window ledge were samples of copper ore. There were two bunk beds made of poles
covered with spruce boughs. I searched under the bed and found hidden by layers of spruce needles, a
newspaper-The New York Times, dated 1884, in perfect condition. The front page had a large picture of
the long proposed Statue of Liberty. If I remember correctly the picture depicted and old lady holding a
long staff.
A short distance from the cabin was a charcoal bin they had made. I guess they were using the charcoal
in a small forge to repair their picks. I found a few bottles nearby, a greenish blue in color. Some were I
suspect vinegar bottles. I returned to the Field Station and reported my find to Ed Carleton. The next day
he came to see me bringing Elaine Hamerling, the Banff Park naturalist and historian. They took pictures
and all thew artifacts including the newspaper and broad axe. I never saw Elaine again but it was my
impression the artifacts went to park headquarters.
The discovery of the mine created a lot of excitement at the Filed Station. Several times I took staff up to
see the mine. Jack Robins was very interested, as were Shepherd, Cerezke and others.
The rest of the summer was like the first except we went on a lot more organized hikes. Roy Shepherd
would organize monthly trips to the local lakes and even to Skoki Lodge. Herb Cerezke took many
pictures of the golden larches and painted a beautiful picture he gave to Norm Wilkinson.
Some of our entertainment included going into Banff to see a movie or have a few beers in a local bar. On
one occasion an oil rigger on days off came to our table. Apparently he took a shine to my wife. He tried
his danmdest to get me drunk but I was wise to him and we left at the first opportunity. Evalyn enjoyed the
attention and it made her feel good. Al Cook was the designated driver. There was a saying that going to
Banff with Al was like going on a Cook’s Tour (Name of a touring company in Calgary. I remember one
movie we saw “Hush Hush Sweet Charlotte. I loved that movie and its theme song has always remained
with me.
We often went to the garbage dump at Johnson Canyon to watch the bears. There was no problem
getting someone to volunteer for the garbage run.
John Powell was an avid bird watcher, participating in bird counts for years.
Always lots of brook trout in Altrude Creek. Evalyn caught one 14 inches long. Usually they were 6-10
inches. In the fall of the year, especially October, Arctic Grayling filled the pool not far from camp. You
could catch them with your hands they were so plentiful.
At the end of 1961 field season Jack Robins encouraged me to enter a competition for Forest Biology
Ranger, the pay was almost twice as much as I was getting as a technician. I jumped at the opportunity. I
was successful, thus ended my Eisenhower experiences except that in late October all the rangers,
including me got together and built the Panabode Ranger Cabin (#77). I was surprised how fast it went
up. It was completed in a week and was like putting a puzzle together. Norm Wilkinson, Jack Robins and
Jack Petty were old hands at Panabode construction, it didn’t take long.
Staff at Eisenhower 1960-61
Dr. Roy Shepherd – Entomologist

Dr. John Powell – Climatologist
Dr. Herbert Cerezke- Entomologist
Robert Reid- Entomologist
Al Cook – research scientist
Technicians
John Watson (wife Ingrid)-spent a lot of weekends in Calgary, left CFS in 1964-65? Moved to Kelowna
area?
Emile Gautreau (wife Evalyn)
Jerry Tomlinson-job terminated in 1962? Spent every weekend in Calgary
Forest Biology ranger-Jack Petty
Summer students –names forgotten
Cook-Mrs. Kittle, her husband worked in Lake Louise, they lived in Calgary
Forest Biology Ranger
Work entailed an annual survey of forest insects and tree diseases in an assigned district. There were 9
rangers assigned to cover all of Alberta, NWT and Yukon. An annual report was completed during the
winter months and distributed to all ranger districts and wardens of National Parks. We also worked
closely with the District Agriculturist of the Provincial and Federal Dept of Agriculture. We were often
called upon to collect specimens for scientists of different countries.
Our field season started May 1 and usually ended mid October. Each district had a head quarters. Some
of the Rangers had Panabode cabins such as Jack Petty. Others had small cottages and two rangers had
campers on a ½ ton truck.
Emile-personal data
Forest Ranger in various districts, Southern AB, Peace River, NWT, Sask. 1961-1975
1975-1983 Competed and transferred to Correction Services Canada as a Living Unit Officer at
Drumheller Medium Security Penitentiary
1983-transferred to Nova Scotia to manage a forestry camp for day parole inmates, took up residence in
Amhurst, worked as Classification Officer and Parole Officer
1988-retired with 35 years federal service
Centennial Medal 1967 for dedication to Forest Research and volunteer work with aboriginal people. Only
person from CFS Alberta to receive this award.
Grace and Al Cook had a little boy about 4 years old. I forget his name. He would often come over to visit
me in the evenings. One day when I was building the porch he came over to see me. He said ”Emile,
what are you doing” Rather than going into detail I said “making a lootel ladel”. Wow he thought that was
really something great and he loved the word ‘lootel ladel.’ He went home and told Al what I was doing. It
wasn’t long before Al came over to see me. “What’s this lootel ladel your making?” We had a great laugh
over that. It is an old maritime expression for ‘ting a ma jig.’
Mrs. Kittle had a small dog, a mixture of many breeds called Buttons. He was an ugly little dog and no
one liked him because he was always trying to, pardon the expression, screw your leg. If you went for a
walk he would try and follow you. One day Evalyn went for a hike up the trail to Storm Mountain. Buttons
followed. Along the way he spotted a baby porcupine sitting on a log with its mother sunning themselves.
He grabbed the little porcupine in his mouth and killed it. The mother slapped him with her tail. Well
Buttons was now covered in quills. Evalyn came back to camp crying with Buttons following her. When
Mrs. Kittle saw Buttons she was very upset. Robbie Reid came over to see what all the commotion was
about. He took one look at Buttons and knew what had to be done. He put Buttons in the forestry van and
had someone take him to the vet in Calgary. When Buttons returned he didn’t follow anyone for quite
some time.

The name of the Carletons dog was Chum. After the black bear sent the cubs up the tree she chased
Chum up the road towards Evalyn and Dorothy. The dog ran behind them and the bear ran to within a few
feet of Evalyn and Dorothy before it stopped. It growled at them and then turned around back to her cubs.
Evalyn and Dorothy were too petrified to move. Dorothy was so excited she just kept on talking. When the
bear left they hightailed it back home.

Interview with Peg Robins Jan 2003 (wife of jack Robins, deceased, Forest Biology Ranger and a
carpenter from Seebee Station who visited Eisenhower and helped to build it)
Peg and jack had a son John Robins who went to university with BNP Wildlife Biologist Tom Hurd and
was also best man at Tom’s wedding.
Peg and Jack lived at Seebee in summer , town of Entrance AB in winter, retired and wintered in Arizona
and California, Jack built the house in Chase BC and Peg lives there now.
Castle Camp History
Harold Thornton - June, 2003
During the summer of 1954 I was employed by the Forest Entomology Branch of the Canadian
Department of Agriculture as a student laborer. My uncle, E.F. (Earl) Thornton, was a Forest Biology
Ranger in the department, based in Calgary. He worked much of the time at the former Prisoner of War
Camp south of Seebee. and suggested the summer job to me. I was fresh out of Crescent Heights High
School in Calgary, and had only worked previously on another uncle’s farm at Coaldale. The main job
that summer was to assist in the building of the Panabode camp on Altrude Creek, but we also put in
considerable time gathering spruce budworm specimens along the highway between Storm Mountain
Lodge and the Boom Lake trailhead, as well as over the pass near Kootenay Crossing.
We worked under the direction of someone who knew what they were doing, Jack Robbins, who was, I
believe, a journeyman carpenter. The single groove 3” x 6” logs (Panabode later also made double
groove 4” x 8” logs) were delivered in packages, with each log pre-numbered from the bottom rows
upwards. The bottom rows were nailed onto wood platforms that Jack had previously built. Subsequent
rows were stacked in order, according to drawings we had. The logs were installed with the tongues up,
and the fit was quite tight. We used short pieces of half logs with grooves in their lower surfaces as
hammering pieces, so as not to damage the log being installed.
Internal hallways, room dividers, windows and doors involved short logs, always with tie logs across the
tops. Gables also involved short logs, but without any cross logs, they were freestanding and required
some nails for stability, especially when they were cut out at right angles to the roof pitch, to receive the
roof beams. I don’t remember for sure, but think the roof boards were also tongue and groove cedar.
The shingles were ordinary cedar shingles, not shakes, and appear to have survived 49 years intact. I’m
sure the anecdote of Roy Shepard creating a sag in the shingle line of one of the cottages intended for
married scientists was correct, but it would have been a relatively rare thing for one of the scientists to
have a hammer in his hand as I recall.
The work camp at Silver City where we all stayed had been a Highways camp, but that summer it was
ours. Our cook (must have been after the one mentioned had been run off) was David Leslie, a long (6
foot 4 inches), lanky Scotsman of about 22 years, who had learned his trade as a cook in the R.A.F. He
and I hit it off real well, and as a break from the boredom of camp life and the relatively short (I now
recognize) government hours we worked, we would, a couple of times a week, jog down the road to
Johnson’s Canyon and back. Oh yes, maybe it also had to do with the cute waitresses employed by Mr.
Camp. Mr. Camp had been a long time guide in Banff Park, and I vividly remember his late night slide
shows and lectures, given free to the campers in the old Johnson’s Canyon campsite, which was a
favorite family haunt when I was much younger. He and his sons ran the lodge and coffee shop in 1954
and for several years after.
David Leslie was a bit of a character in his own right. He had been raised in Aberdeen, but wasn’t happy
with his family for some reason, and so, when he had joined the air force, had reversed his name, going
from Leslie David to David Leslie. He later got his high school diploma at Crescent Heights in Calgary,
and took aeronautical engineering at SAIT. Quitting a few courses short of graduating after a difference
of opinion with one of the instructors, he went to Edmonton, got a B. Com., followed by an LLB and was
admitted to the bar in B.C. He practiced in Prince George and Vancouver. Somewhere in there he made
a trip around the world, hitch hiking, arriving back one day in advance of the writer’s wedding, just in time
to be the Best Man. While at the U of A, he met and married Leith Sommerville, the daughter of Alberta’s

Deputy Minister of Health. David was the leader of a commune in Gibson’s Landing for a while, then
divorced Leith, and was last heard from in Taiwan, with a Chinese wife and possibly enroute to Australia.
One of the entomologists (I think it was Rob Reid) was single and drove the hottest car. It was a new
Studebaker Golden Hawk. I don’t remember the numbers, but he was reputed to have the record time
between Silver City and Banff. I was privileged to drive with him a few times, and it was quick. He also
introduced me to the joys of glacier climbing and shushing with an alpinstock on the foot of Victoria
Glacier at Lake Louise.
The writer went on to obtain a B.Sc. in Geological Engineering from the University of Oklahoma, and has
practiced here in Alberta ever since. Married to Dolores Park, a B.Sc. Nursing from the University of
Saskatchewan, we have three children and now seven grandchildren. In addition to working 46 years in
the oil business as a Professional Engineer specializing in drilling and production, Harold was 20 years in
the purebred Charolais cattle business, with Dolores and the kids fully involved. Many of the skills
learned at Castle Camp have served us well on the ranch, where we did much of the construction of our
facilities and buildings.
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1948. Hillsdale Cabin (between Banff and Johnson Canyon) Ron W. Stark with pets.
Date unknown, estimate late 1950’s. Ron Stark measuring increment loss (or not) (this was a joint
project with Al Cook.
Circa 1954. Dr. George Hopping, Chief of Research in Insects and Disease for Alberta and the
Rocky Mountains.
Circa 1954. Robbie Reid.
Roy Shepherd
1950? Shower at Banff Park (Silver City) road camp- L to R Bill Graham, Ron Stark, Professor
Ken Graham (Stark’s major prof at UBC), Paul Barclay
Circa 1954. Dr. Vidar. J. Nordin. Assistant Chief of Research in Insects and Disease for Alberta
and the Rocky Mountains.
June 7, 1954. Railway car with load of Panabode logs. Ron Stark left, Al Cook right in car,
“Tommy” _____?
May 20, 1954. Setting a foundation. L to R, Bill Graham, C. Barclay?, Bob Bouchier (pathologynot a permanent Castle member), V.J. Nordin, Al Cook, Earl Thornton (Forest Insect Ranger).
June 6, 1954. Setting cookery foundation, looking through (NW) to lab.
July 19, 1954. Unloading last (rail) car of Panabode logs. Bill Graham, J.K. (Jack)Robins (in hat),
R.W. (Robbie) Reid, Al Cook, Denny Naylor (on loan from Seebee).
June 15, 1954. Cabin construction.
August 8, 1954. Construction of Bunkhouse.
1954. Al Cook (with mallet), Ron Stark (hat) pounding logs together on a cabin.
1954. Ron Stark cabin construction.
August 3, 1954. Construction of utility building
Bunkhouse, 1954
Ranger Cabin #77, 1st occupant likely Jack Petty, Forest Biology Ranger in 1961(2002 photo).
Date unknown, estimate late 1950’s. Ron Stark sampling lodgepole pine for needle miner with
extension pruner.
Date unknown. Estimate late 1950’s. Paul Barclay-lt standing, Walt Henson-rt standing, Al Cook
(with broom), Roy Shepherd- rt kneeling. Open-air insectory for rearing insects, located behind
the laboratory.
Dr. Victor Butovisch from Sweden to visit Rob Reid and the station.
Circa 1954. Robbie Reid admiring his bark beetle rearing cage.
Seebee Forestry Station, circa 1955
Front-L to R- Dorothy McGuffin, Mary Stanley, Laurie Stark, Peggy Robins, Billy McGuffin w/ dog
Middle-L to R- Ralph Stacey, Clayton McGuffin, Ron Stark, Jack Robins
Standing-L to R- Andy Anderson, Jim Grant
Emile Gautreau
Herb Cerezke shoveling
Kiddle fish
Kiddle couple
picnic
John Tatterine
Cerezke and shovel
P
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